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Welcome to the 2017
Pearson ELT catalogue
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A love of Learning
Learning is a never-ending journey of
discovery, challenge, inspiration, and wonder.
For many people, it is the route to a job to
support their family or the skills to help them
progress in their career. That’s why Pearson
is focused on helping learners discover a love
of learning that helps provide opportunities
throughout their lives. Because wherever
learning flourishes, so do people.
As the world’s leading learning company,
we’re committed to helping everyone learnwhenever, wherever, and whichever way it
suits them. Our products and services are
carefully researched, expertly developed,

and continually improved to ensure that they
deliver the best possible learner outcomes
that enable people around the world to make
progress in their lives.
We’re changing the way we look at learning.
By focusing on the eﬃcacy of our products,
we can see exactly how well they produce
successful outcomes for learners, such as
helping them progress to higher education or
find a more rewarding job or career.
Eﬃcacy is at the heart of our business, helping
us create and deliver best in class products,
platforms, and services to improve learner
outcomes around the world.

‘It is a journey and we will
be with you every step of
the way.’
Ours is a whole new approach, which involves
continually testing, assessing, and improving
everything we do and always putting the
learner at the heart of our products. By
questioning everything, we’ll deliver better
results for everyone.
We oﬀer innovative products and services
to prepare students for college and careers.
These include:
• Curricula delivered through textbooks,
software, and mobile apps.
• Assessment that provides parents and
teachers with deeper insights.
• Data management systems that track
student outcomes and help assist
personalised instruction.
• Professional training, coaching, and technical
services for teachers.

Illustration by Lucy Vigrass
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The Global Scale of English
The Global Scale of English (GSE) is a standardized, granular scale that measures English
language proficiency. Unlike some other frameworks that measure English proficiency in broad
bands, the Global Scale of English identifies what a learner can do at each point on a scale
from 10-90, across each of the four skills: listening, reading, speaking and writing.
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The Global Scale of English and the learning objectives are rooted in the CEFR

More learning
objectives across
all four skills

Greater granularity

Four audience
specific sets of
learning objectives

Each learning
objective has
been rated by
teachers

Academic research
underpins the
pedagogy of course
material

Personalized learning through tailored learning objectives

A standardized and
granular proficiency
scale 10-90

A range of Learning
Objectives for Adult
Learners of General
English, Academic English,
Professional English and
Young Learners

Blended learning and
teaching materials,
including teacher guides
with GSE learning
objectives covered per
lesson

Low and high stakes
assessment products
delivering a GSE score,
such as Progress,
Placement and
PTE Academic

The GSE Teacher Toolkit
With Learning Objectives,
Vocabulary and Grammar,
the GSE Teacher Toolkit is a
comprehensive, free and fully
searchable online tool.

The GSE Teacher Toolkit helps you:
• Plan a curriculum, lesson or assessment
• Map existing materials to the GSE/CEFR or create new
materials at the right level
• Create admin reports and give feedback

For more information, visit english.com/gse
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Teacher support with our Pearson
Professional development and
Teacher Training Services
Teacher trainer support
Whether your school or institution would
like specific guidance on how best to exploit
Pearson’s materials or digital tools, or you just
need to get to grips with the latest trends in
teaching and learning, our team of Teacher
Trainers will be there to lend you a hand.
We bring our expertise in ELT methodology
and digital solutions to teachers of primary,
secondary and adults. Together we will set
out on a path with one clear goal in mind:
improving learning outcomes for your
students.
From our First Day of Class training to get you
up and running smoothly, to follow up visits to
make sure you are on track to achieving your
goals, we will be there every step of the way.

Events and conferences
for teachers
At conferences and events in Spain, we will
let you know about new directions in English
Language Learning and share experiences
and ideas that will bring that extra spark to
your classes. Please keep an eye on the events
section in our website pearsonelt.es to see
what we are organising near you.

Illustration by Lucy Vigrass
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Pearson Webinars

Pearson Webinars For English Teachers
Supporting your professional development

Learning is the journey that lasts a lifetime. Along the way you’ll be transformed. You’ll
overcome challenges and open up endless opportunities. You’ll develop the skills you need to
build a richer, more fulfilling career. At Pearson it’s our privilege to help you explore your own
personal journey of discovery, and develop a love of learning that enriches every stage of your
life. Pearson Webinars for English Teachers have been created to support you in your learning
journey.
Join our webinars presented by our team of teacher trainers, authors and experts in the
field of English language teaching. Topics range from the blended learning and teaching with
technology to critical thinking and English for academic purposes.

Pearson blogs

Come on board and travel to new places with us at eltlearningjourneys.com and …
With so many changes in ELT, you might easily lose track of the insights and stories that could
make a real diﬀerence to your teaching journey. That is why we invite you to visit our blog
where you will find the latest information about what’s happening in the world of ELT, ideas for
your classes and activities to try out with your students.
Follow our blog and see for yourself just where it can take you.
… English.com/blog
Every week, we gather the finest voices in ELT from around the world to help you make sense
of the latest developments, challenges and successes in the sector. Over 1 million readers this
year will discover what matters most to their teaching and their careers through our blog.

‘It is a journey and we will be with you
every step of the way.’
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PRE-PRIMARY & PRIMARY
Kids all around the world are learning English with Pearson
materials. Our courses help teachers motivate children, show
evidence of progress to schools and parents, and achieve goals.
There is something to fit every teaching need.

Start the little
ones on their
English learning
journey

Motivate your
fun-loving
students and build
their confidence

Help learners
achieve academic
goals and equip
them with 21st
Century skills
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Young
Learners
Illustration by Lauren Rolwing
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CEFR
PTE Young Learners
Cambridge Young Learners’ Tests
Big Fun
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My Little Island
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Ricky the Robot
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Poptropica English Islands New
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Our Discovery Island
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Big English
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Big English Plus
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Today!
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Starters

Young Learners Correlation Chart
This chart is designed to show where each of our products fits with one or more of the following:
CEFR, CYLET and Pearson Test of English Young Learners.
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Big Fun
Big Fun for a big start in English
Big Fun teaches young children English – by listening, imitating and repeating –
in the same way that they learn their native language. And they gain the
confidence to speak English on their own.

Authors
Mario Herrera
Barbara Hojel
3 Levels
AE

• Eﬀective learning
Starting with basic vocabulary and language, Big Fun teaches children English
in the context of eight engaging themes. They learn about math, reading and
writing readiness, values and nature as they practice motor skills and have fun
doing creative projects.
• Keeps your young learners focused
A variety of video, listening, audio and play oriented activities to keep your
young learners engaged. The Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
approach of using nature topics in the Amazing units challenges your students
and brings the real world into the classroom.
• Makes learning English meaningful and fun
Songs, chants and simple conversation practice as part of the audio program
helps pupils learn English even while they are not literate in their native
language. And by the end of Level 3, students are able to read and write.
• Raise childrens’ awareness
Assessment for Learning techniques use age-appropriate activities to help
raise childrens’ awareness of what they are learning and help you assess their
progress. Children record what they like best in the unit Wrap-Up, and you can
use these responses to plan the end of year show.

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/bigfun

• 21st Century Skills approach
Illustrated scenarios, songs, chants and games help your pupils learn the values
that are as important for children as the language skills they are learning.
Critical thinking/problem solving, Creativity, Communication and Collaboration
are the foundation to this 21st Century Skills approach.

For pupils

For the teacher

• Student Book
• Workbook with Audio CD
• Reading and Writing Workbook
(level 3)

• Teacher’s Edition with ActiveTeach
• Class Audio
• Picture Cards
• DVD
• Posters
• Puppets

ISBNs

1

2

3

Student Book with CD-ROM

9780132940542

9780133437430

9780133 437447

Workbook with Audio CD

9780133437546

9780133445220

Reading and Writing Workbook
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9780133 445275
9780133 437560

pearsonELT.com/bigfun

My Little Island
Where the adventure begins
This unique and engaging series takes children on an exciting fantasyisland adventure with characters their own age. The course is designed to
help children learn to communicate in English through a four-skills-based
approach that builds increasing language proficiency through pre-reading/
reading, pre-writing/writing, listening, and speaking lessons and activities.
Author
Leone Dyson
3 Levels
BE/AE

ISBNs

1

2

3

Student Book with CD-ROM

9781447913580

9781447913603

9781447 913627

Workbook with Audio CD

9781447913573

9781447913597

9781447 913610

Use our website to look
for sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/
mylittleisland

pearsonELT.com/mylittleisland

Ricky the Robot
Fun classes, happy kids!
The course that really reflects young childrens’ tastes and interests. Children
will learn English with Ricky without even noticing it, through fun and
innovative characters, attractive illustrations, engaging stories and a wide
variety of digital materials.

3 Levels
BE

Use our website to look
for sample materials!
pearsonELT.es/ricky

YOUNG LEARNERS

Author
Naomi Simmons

The course meets the needs of a pre-primary teacher. Ricky the Robot oﬀers
all the best features of quality pre-primary education material combined
with the best English Language Teaching methodology, contents and design,
especially the wide range of audiovisual and multimedia support material for
teachers.
Teachers will love the innovative but easy-to-use range of top classroom
resources.

ISBNs

A

B

Pupil’s Pack

9788498372489

9788498372564

9788498 372663

9788498372625

9788498372724

Activity Book

pearsonELT.es/ricky

C
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Poptropica English Islands
Makes learning English an
unforgettable adventure!
Poptropica English Islands is a 6-level course for Primary pupils which
combines a solid ELT methodology with a dynamic, child-centered Online
World. Based on the existing and proven methodology of Islands but updated
with new characters, stories and content.
• Engaging content
Poptropica English Islands makes learning English an exciting experience through
stories, adventures and quests to keep children motivated and engaged.

Authors
Levels 1 & 2:
Susannah Malpas
Levels 3 & 4:
Sagrario Salaberri
Levels 5 & 6:
Magdalena Custodio
Óscar Ruiz Maroto
6 Levels
A1-A2+
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.es/
poptropicaenglishislands
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• Proven pedagogy
With tried and tested ‘Presentation, Practice, Production’ as well as additional
‘Personalization and Phonics’, its pedagogical format is easy to teach and gets
good results. It provides a solid range of teaching tools and step by step lesson
plans for carrying out all activities.
• Assessment for learning
Poptropica English Islands includes elements of Assessment for Learning
techniques, which help to enhance learning by supporting pupils in
understanding what they know and what they need to do next, empowering
them to move themselves forward and making them active in their own
learning, as well as helping teachers understand where their pupils are and
make decisions about how to help them to improve.
• What’s new
New characters and stories closely linked to the Online World. New content,
new projects and new cultural lessons centered on English-speaking countries.
A smoother progression of the reading and writing syllabus.

ISBNs

1

2

Pupil’s Book and Online Game Access Card

9781292207100

TBC

Activity Book

9781292198088

9781292198286

Pupil’s eBook Premium

9781292206394

TBC

Audio CD

9781292198057

9781292198255

Flashcards

9781292198071

9781292198279

Posters

9781292198149

9781292198330

Story Cards

9781292198163

9781292198354

Word Cards

9781292198224

9781292198408

Pupil’s eBook Basic

9781292206387

TBC

ISBNs

3

4

Pupil’s Book and Online Game Access Card

TBC

TBC

Activity Book

9781292198415

9781292198569

Pupil’s eBook Premium

TBC

TBC

Audio CD

9781292198439

9781292198583

Flashcards

9781292198453

9781292198606

Posters

9781292198484

9781292198637

Story Cards

9781292198507

9781292198651

Word Cards

9781292198552

9781292198705

Pupil’s eBook Basic

TBC

TBC

pearsonELT.es/poptropicaenglishislands

For pupils

Pupil’s Book with Online World and eText Basic

Activity Book with Vocabulary App

Introduces the new language in lively and engaging
contexts. Songs, chants, stories, games, listening
and reading texts as well as communicative activities
ensure lessons are varied, motivating and eﬀective.
The Wider World section presents culture of English
speaking countries and from around the world.
The Online World gives students an interactive online
experience where children learn and revise through
play and absorb English without even realizing it!

The Activity Book provides reinforcement and
consolidation of the language presented in the Pupil’s
Book. It contains controlled and more open practice
plus personalization and futher listening and reading
texts. The App helps pupils to practise the vocabulary
presented in the units.
Also available for all levels:
- eText Premium

Teacher’s Book

Active Teach for IWB

Online Teacher’s Resource Materials

The Teacher’s Book
provides an overview of
the language and skills
covered in the Pupil’s
Book, as well as stepby-step lesson plans
covering all the material
and extra activities
such as warm-ups and
fun ideas to end each
lesson.

The complete interactive version of
the Pupil’s Book with video clips, and
interactive activities. The perfect way to
make the most of the digital flashcards,
word cards, story cards and posters.
Includes extra photocopiable resources
and tests.

Digital teacher resources to accompany
and supplement your teaching. Includes
full Teacher’s book content, Tests and
Photocopiables. Access your resources
online anywhere, any time and print oﬀ
the pages you need for your day’s lesson.

Also available:
- Test Booklet
- Flashcards
- Word Cards

- Story Cards
- Posters
- Audio CDs

- Waldo Puppet
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YOUNG LEARNERS

For the teacher

Islands
Where learning is an adventure!
A groundbreaking course for Primary pupils, which combines ELT
methodologies with game-based learning to yield ambitious learning
outcomes and oﬀer solid preparation for Cambridge Young Learners English
Testing (CYLET), KET and Trinity Exams.
• High level content
Islands’ vocabulary and grammar syllabus has been developed in line with
external exam topics, vocabulary and grammar to help pupils who are
preparing for external English exams for young learners.
• Strong emphasis on skills and literacy development
The entire seires oﬀers an integrated synthetic phonics programme.
Authors
Levels 1 & 2:
Susannah Malpas
Levels 3 & 4:
Sagrario Salaberri
Levels 5 & 6:
Magdalena Custodio
Óscar Ruiz Maroto
6 Levels
A1-A2+
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.es/islands
Make the most of
Islands with the Extra
Booklet which provides
additional activities
and stories for every
unit; now available to
download.

• CLIL and cultural references
Integrated within each unit are links to other school subjects and it oﬀers the
opportunity to study childrens’ lives and cultures in other parts of the world.
• Enriched Digital Oﬀer
Full digital support package includes the Online World, Digital Activity Book,
Active Teach for Interactive Whiteboards and eText for all devices, including
tablets. The widest range of materials which provide opportunities to enrich
pupils’ learning both in school and at home.

For pupils
Levels 1 & 2:
• Pupil’s Pack includes:
- Pupil’s Book + Access Online World
- Reading & Writing Booklet
- Grammar Booklet
- New CLIL Pearson English Reader
• Activity Pack includes:
- Activity Book + Access Digital
Activity Book

Levels 3, 4, 5 & 6:
• Pupil’s Pack includes:
- Pupil’s Book + Access Online World
+ CLIL Pearson English Reader
• Activity Pack includes:
- Activity Book + Access Digital
Activity Book
- Reading & Writing Booklet
- Grammar Booklet

ISBNs

1

Pupil’s Book + Katie Grows a Bean CLIL Reader

9781292162294

Pupil’s Book + Awake at Night CLIL Reader

9781292 162300

Activity Book plus pin code

9781447903109

9781447903093

eText Premium for Blink

9788420563251

9788420563275

ISBNs

3

4

Pupil’s Book + Festival Fun CLIL Reader

9781292162317

Pupil’s Book + Brain Gym CLIL Reader

9781292 162324

Activity Book Pack

9781408297995

9781408298008

eText Premium for Blink

9788420563299

9788420563312

ISBNs

5

6

Pupil’s Book + Island Hopping CLIL Reader

9781292162331

Pupil’s Book + Our Changing Planet CLIL Reader

12

2

9781292 162348

Activity Book Pack

9781408298015

9781408298022

eText Premium for Blink

9788420563336

9788420563350

pearsonELT.es/islands

For pupils

Pupil’s Book with Online World and CLIL Reader

Activity Book with Digital Activity Book

Islands oﬀers a streamlined and gently paced syllabus
with lots of recycling. Learners go on fascinating
quests, follow clues, and sing and interact with quirky
and funky Poptropica characters in a safe virtual
world. With the reader your pupils will enjoy and learn
by reading about interesting topics related to the
world that surrounds them.

The Activity Book provides reinforcement and
consolidation of the language presented in the
Pupil’s Book. It contains controlled and more open
practice plus personalization and futher listening and
reading texts. The Digital Activity Book helps pupils to
practise the language presented in the units through
interactive activities and games.

Also available for all levels:
- eText Premium

Teacher’s Book

Digital Active Teach for IWB

Online Teacher’s Resource Materials

The Teacher’s Book is a
complete guide to using all
of the components in the
classroom with step-bystep lesson plans showing
how the key competences
are integrated.

The complete interactive version of the
Pupil’s Book with video clips and
interactive activities. The perfect way to
make the most of the digital flashcards,
word cards, story cards and posters.
Includes extra photocopiable resources
and tests.

Digital teacher resources to accompany
and supplement your teaching. Includes
full Teacher’s book content, Test-masters
and Photocopiables. Access your
resources online anywhere, any time and
print oﬀ the pages you need for your day’s
lesson.

Also available:
- Test Booklet
- Flashcards
- Word Cards

- Story Cards
- Posters
- Audio CDs

- Waldo Puppet
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YOUNG LEARNERS

For the teacher

Our Discovery Island

Where English is an adventure!
Guided communication, collaboration, fun characters, and engaging stories
motivate learners and make learning English more exciting than ever.
• Memorable characters and adventures
Poptropica™ characters set the theme and present new language through a
visually appealing scene, a catchy chant, games, and listening tasks. Digital
adventures on distinctly themed islands develop the cognitive and the
emotional skills of the whole learner.

• Learning through stories
A funny story consolidates and integrates language and leads into a CLIL
lesson, a fun hands-on activity and a project. Cross-curricular connections and
authentic texts immerse pupils in English.
Authors
Tessa Lochowski
Linnette Ansel Erocak
Sagrario Salaberri
Anne Feunteun
Debbie Peters
Fiona Beddall
Megan Roderick
Series Consultant
Jeanne Perrett
6 Levels
A1-A2
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.es/
ourdiscoveryisland
Tests with a wealth of
assestment material
including placement,
end of unit, end of term
and final tests in A & B
versions, now available
to download.
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• Extended language adquisition
Language is extended through a catchy song, and practised and systematised
through integrated skills work, quizzes and games. Language repetition in
meaningful interactions make English easy to remember and easy to transfer
to normal everyday interaction.
• Complete set of teachers’ resources
Full digital support package includes the Online World, Active Teach for
Interactive Whiteboards and eText for all devices, including tablets. Specific
materials for the new curriculum provides you with useful tools such us rubrics
and assessment by competence.

For pupils

For the teacher

Levels 1 & 2:
• Pupil’s Book + Stickers
• Activity Book + CD-ROM
+ Extra Booklet
Level 3, 4 & 5:
• Pupil’s Book
• Activity Book + CD-ROM +
Extra Booklet
Also available for levels 3-6:
• eText Premium

• Teacher’s Book
• Active Teach
• Class Audio CDs
• Flashcards
• Story Cards
• Posters
• Waldo Puppet for levels 1 & 2
• Website with exclusive teacher zone

ISBNs

1

2

3

Pupil’s Book Pack

9788498377699

9788498377750

9788498 377804

Activity Book

9788498377705

9788498377811

eText Premium

9788498 377828
9788498 378061

ISBNs

4

5

6

Pupil’s Book Pack

9788498377873

9788498377934

9788498 377996

Activity Book

9788498377880

9788498377941

9788498 378009

eText Premium

9788498378085

9788498378108

9788498 378122

pearsonELT.es/ourdiscoveryisland

Phonics Bug
Everything you need to teach phonics
Phonics Bug is fast-paced – children start to read after learning just eight
phonemes – and combines fun 100% decodable books with BBC CBeebies
video and whole-class teaching software to give you a range of aural, visual
and kinaesthetic phonics activities to appeal to all the children in your class.

Authors
Rhona Johnston
Joyce Watson

• Teachers love teaching with Phonics Bug
With Phonics Bug at your side, teaching phonics is easy. The whole-class
teaching software gives you everything you need for front-of-class teaching
and the 100% decodable readers, interactive games and fun activity sheets
consolidate childrens’ learning and provide plenty of opportunities for active
participation.
Once they’ve mastered the basics, children ‘step across’ to the Bug Club books
to broaden their reading and because every book is also available as an eBook,
it’s easy for children to continue their reading adventures at home.

BE/AE

For pupils

For the teacher

• Library Online Access

• Teaching Tools Online Access
• Library and LMS Online Access

Sign up for a 60 days-full
access on the website
ISBNs

Print

Phase 2 Pack. 1 of each title in the Phase. 16 titles

9781408295120

Phase 3 Pack. 1 of each title in the Phase. 42 titles

9781408295151

Phase 4 Pack. 1 of each title in the Phase. 16 titles

9781408295168

Phase 5 Pack. 1 of each title in the Phase. 30 titles

9781408295175

ISBNs

Digital

Phonics Bug ALP Subscription 1.0 Category A (1-100 Pupil’s)

9780435163785

Phonics Bug ALP Subscription 1.0 Category B (101-300 Pupil’s

9780435163778

Phonics Bug ALP Subscription 1.0 Category C (201-500 Pupil’s)

9780435163761

Phonics Bug ALP Subscription 1.0 Category D (501-999 Pupil’s)

9780435163860

Phonics Bug ALP Subscription 1.0 Category E (1000+)

9780435163792

YOUNG LEARNERS

Use our website
pearsonglobalschools.com

pearsonglobalschools.com
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Big English
Think BIG, Dream BIG
Big English is the most complete package for young learners. It gives your
students all they need to learn English. And it gives you everything you need
to engage your students and get great results.
• 21st Century Skills approach
Big English is perfect for a well-balanced approach to teaching English. Readymade Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) lessons and those all
important 21st Century Skills help you to challenge students to be creative,
think critically and collaborate.

Authors
Mario Herrera
Christopher Sol Cruz

• Assessment for Learning
The course uses ground-breaking Assessment for Learning techniques. These
techniques help you pinpoint where students need help. It’s a great way to
get students more involved in the learning process to become more eﬀective
learners.

6 Levels
A1-B1
BE

• Personalised teaching
It takes the pain out of preparing for your class as it gives you all the materials
you need to run each lesson. Track individual student progress so you can
personalise your teaching for them.

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/
bigenglish

• Helps you to show results
It is integrated with MyEnglishLab, which includes fun games, videos and
puzzles that are great at capturing the attention of energetic young learners.
Personalise tests and assessments for each student and check their progress
quickly and easily.
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For pupils

For the teacher

• Pupil’s Book
• Pupil’s Book & MyEnglishLab
• Activity Book
• Pupil’s eText
• MyEnglishLab
• Pupil’s eText & MyEnglishLab
Also available for all levels:
• eText Premium

• Teacher’s Book
• Class CDs
• Flashcards
• Posters
• Active Teach

ISBNs

1

2

3

Pupil’s Book

9781447951261

9781447951278

9781447 951285

Activity Book

9781447950523

9781447950585

9781447 950707

Pupil’s Book with MyLab

9781447971719

9781447971726

9781447 971733

Pupil’s eText

9781447951124

9781447951131

9781447 951148

Pupil’s eText with MyLab

9781447972549

9781447972563

9781447 972587

eText Premium for Blink

9788420563374

9788420563398

9788420 563411

ISBNs

4

5

6

Pupil’s Book

9781447951292

9781447951308

9781447 951315

Activity Book

9781447950790

9781447950882

9781447 950967

Pupil’s Book with MyLab

9781447971740

9781447971757

9781447 971764

Pupil’s eText

9781447951155

9781447951162

9781447 951179

Pupil’s eText with MyLab

9781447972600

9781447972624

9781447 972648

eText Premium for Blink

9788420563435

9788420563459

9788420 563473

pearsonELT.com/bigenglish

Big English Plus
What’s bigger in Big English Plus?
Big English Plus engages students with rich and varied content, encourages
progress with ongoing review and assessment and helps develop
independent learning and critical thinking with challenging activities.
• Proven methodology
Takes the proven methodological approach and features of Big English and
enhances these with additional reading, grammar and exam preparation
material. Challenge your students with longer, more complex texts and
grammar and new vocabulary.

6 Levels
A1-B1
BE

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/
bigenglishplus

• Extensive exams practice
Addresses the needs of intensive, aspirational schools for more teaching
material to consolidate core skills and prepare students for exams. Build
confidence in taking exams by more frequent exposure to exam style tasks and
formats.
• Delivers results
Provides everything teachers need to deliver great lessons and achieve high
results: rich content with a photo-intensive design, real world focus, integrated
assessment and an online practice and diagnostic tool. Ongoing assessment
shows students what they know and where they need help and online tests
immediately show parents how their children are improving.

For pupils

For the teacher

• Pupil’s Book
• Pupil’s Book with MyEnglishLab
• Activity Book
• Pupil’s eText
• Pupil’s MyEnglishLab
• Pupil’s eText and MyEnglishLab

• Teacher’s Guide
• Audio CD
• Teacher’s eText CD
• Teacher eText and MyEnglishLab

ISBNs

1

2

3

Pupil’s Book

9781447989080

9781447989134

978144 7989189

Pupil’s Book with MyEnglishLab

9781447990253

9781447990260

978144 7990277

Activity Book

9781447989059

9781447989103

978144 7989158

Pupil’s eText Access Card

9781447994268

9781447994329

978144 7994381

Pupil’s eText and MyEnglishLab

9781447994237

9781447994299

978144 7994350

Pupil’s MyEnglishLab Access Card

9781447994251

9781447994312

978144 7994374

ISBNs

4

5

6

Pupil’s Book

9781447994473

9781447994589

978144 7994695

Pupil’s Book with MyEnglishLab

9781447999287

9781447999294

978144 7999300

Activity Book

9781447994411

9781447994527

978144 7994633

Pupil’s eText Access Card

9781447994480

9781447994596

978144 7994701

Pupil’s eText and MyEnglishLab

9781447994435

9781447994541

978144 7994657

Pupil’s MyEnglishLab Access Card

9781447994466

9781447994572

978144 7994688

pearsonELT.com/bigenglishplus

YOUNG LEARNERS

Authors
Mario Herrera
Christopher Sol Cruz

• Engage Students with rich content
Content Connection presents topics from across the curriculum, extending
students’ vocabulary and enabling them to embrace a wider academic
environment. Culture Connection teaches young learners about the world
around them. Games and videos make learning fun with short tasks and a mix
of heads up and heads down activities.
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Today
Don’t wait for tomorrow, learn English...
today!
Today! is a media-rich English language course that helps teach mixed-ability
classes. It takes into account that no two students are the same in their
learning styles and allows you to tailor learning to individual needs.
• Help students use English
Develop eﬀective student communication with real life situations in the
interactive videos. Help students pick up essential grammar easily with fun
animations and learn pronunciation from a native speaker. And encourage
students to speak and write with communication lessons based on real life
situations.
Authors
Tamzin Thompson
David Todd
Sandy Zervas
Erika Stiles

• Shape learning
Shape learning around individual students’ needs with graded diﬃculty practice
for mixed-ability classes. Keep fast-finishers engaged with optional activities.
Meet the needs of dyslexic students with teacher support materials and
adapted tests.

4 Levels
A1-B1
BE

• Motivate students
Interactive activities, audio and video clips keep your students and you
engaged. The interactive practice exercises in MyEnglishLab provide students
with immediate feedback, which improves learning outcomes. Students can
continue to learn outside the classroom with the Students’ eText on their
mobile devices and computers.

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/today
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For pupils

For the teacher

• Students’ Book
• Activity Book
• Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab
• Students’ eText
• Students’ eText with MyEnglishLab

• Teacher’s Book and DVD Pack
• Class Audio CDs
• Teacher eText
• Teacher MyEnglishLab
• Teacher eText with MyEnglishLab

ISBNs

Starter

1

Students’ Book

9781447901051

9781447901068

Students’ Book & MyEnglishLab

9781447972105

9781447972044

Activity Book

9781447900832

9781447900849

ISBNs

2

3

Students’ Book

9781447901075

9781447901082

Students’ Book & MyEnglishLab

9781447972068

9781447972082

Activity Book

9781447900856

9781447901150

pearsonELT.com/today

Yazoo
Whoohoo! It’s Yazoo
Yazoo is an exciting four-level course for young learners. Children will meet
the loveable Yazoo animals and share their adventure in every level of the
course. Bring smiles to the classroom with a variety of activities, songs, and
games while learning English. A strong grammar syllabus combined with
clear communication and skills development gives students everything they
need to succeed.

Authors
Charlotte Covill
Jeanne Perrett
Gabrielle Pritchard

ISBNs

1

2

Pupil’s Book and CD (2) Pack

9781408249802

9781408249826

Activity Book and CD ROM Pack

9781408249796

9781408249819

ISBNs

3

4

Pupil’s Book and CD (2) Pack

9781408249840

9781408249864

Activity Book and CD ROM Pack

9781408249833

9781408249857

4 Levels
A1-A2
BE

pearsonELT.com/yazoo
pearsonELT.com/yazoo

Discover English
The journey begins

Authors
Fiona Beddall
Izabella Hearn
Jayne Wildman
Judy Boyle

ISBNs

Starter

1

Students’ Book

9781405866521

9781405866279

Activity Book and Student’s CD-ROM Pack

9781408209349

9781408209356

ISBNs

2

3

Students’ Book

9781405866378

9781405866446

Activity Book and Student’s CD-ROM Pack

9781408209363

9781408209370

YOUNG LEARNERS

Discover English provides a solid grammar and lexical syllabus with the
perfect mix of variety and challenge to motivate young learners. Your
students’ learning journey begins here, as they explore foreign countries
and learn about diﬀerent cultures, design computer games, break codes and
learn more about themselves. It provides you with great teacher resources
and in-class presentations on the Active Teach software for whiteboards.

4 Levels
A1-A2
BE

pearsonELT.com/
discoverenglish
pearsonELT.com/discoverenglish
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Teens
Illustration by Lauren Rolwing

Global Scale of English
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This chart is designed to show where each of our products fits with the CEFR. This will help you to choose the
course which best fits your students’ needs.
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Wider World
Experience English, Experience
the Wider World
Wider World is the portal to a Wider World of English language knowledge
and resources specially designed for teenage learners. It provides secondary
students not just with the ability to communicate well in English and to pass
exams with solid results, but also with the skills and confidence to participate
as educated citizens in the global 21st century community– with all its unique
challenges and opportunities.

Authors
Bob Hastings
Stuart McKinlay
Carolyn Barraclough
Suzanne Gaynor
Kathryn Alevizos
5 levels
A1-B1+
BE

• Authentic
Language is presented through relevant and intriguing real life content, from
the humorous situations in the drama videos and the real people interviewed
for the Vox Pop videos to the BBC Culture videos. Content has been carefully
chosen to inspire and challenge teenagers and is presented the way that
today’s teens access information and entertainment: from the internet using
personal devices such as tablets, laptops and mobiles.
• Interactive
Provide multiple opportunities to investigate and interact with real life content
through productive activities and projects. By interacting with the content
students acquire the language at a deeper cognitive level. English becomes
the tool through which they access a Wider World of knowledge, skills and
experience.
• Reliable
Thoroughly researched and challenging content delivered within the
‘Assessment for Learning’ principles improves students’ chances for exam
success.

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/
widerworld
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ISBNs

Starter

1

Students’ Book

9781292107455

9781292106465

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab Pack

9781292178813

9781292178851

Workbook with Online Homework Pack

9781292178837

9781292178684

ISBNs

2

3

Students’ Book

9781292106700

9781292106946

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab Pack

9781292178691

9781292178738

Workbook with Online Homework Pack

9781292178721

9781292178769

ISBNs

4

Students’ Book

9781292107189

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab Pack

9781292178776

Workbook with Online Homework Pack

9781292178806

ISBNs

Exam Practice Books

Cambridge English Key for Schools

9781292107264

Cambridge Preliminary for Schools

9781292107271

Pearson Tests of English General Level Foundation (A1)

9781292148830

Pearson Tests of English General Level 1 (A2)

9781292148847

Pearson Tests of English General Level 2 (B1)

9781292148854

pearsonELT.com/wideworld

For students

Students’ Book
BBC Culture lessons in every
unit based on an intriguing
questions.

Workbook with Extra Online
Homework
Extra homework activities
based on BBC Vox Pops with
embedded video.

Exam Practice Book
Provide additional, intensive
practice and support for
important international exams.

MyEnglishLab
Includes all the workbook
activities, remediation activities
for grammar exercises and tips.

Also available:
- Students’ eText

For the teacher

Teachers’ Resource Book
Loads of photocopiable
materials: Extra Video,
Vocabulary, Grammar
and Culture activities with
every unit.

ActiveTeach
Students’ Book pages with embedded
audio and video - interactive and ‘Show
Answers’ functionality.

TEENS

Teachers’ Book with DVD-ROM
Unit-by-unit teaching notes with
audio scripts and answer keys.
The DVD-ROM includes all Students’
Book videos with subtitles and
teachers’ resources, including
instructions and answer key.
Also available:
- Class Audio CDs
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Focus
Bringing learning into focus
Focus is a five-level, flexible Upper Secondary course with special
components that prepares and motivates students for their end of school
exams.
• Motivation
Topics, texts and tasks that engage students both intellectually and
emotionally. Constant reference to students’ life experiences and the things
they aspire to. Language is brought to life through grammar animations,
interactive videos and culturally relevant clips.

Authors
Sue Kay
Vaughan Jones
5 levels
A2-C1
BE

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/focus
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• Memory
Unique approach to vocabulary acquisition via the Word Store language.
Acquisition is driven by careful recycling of vocabulary and grammar. Exam
skills are reinforced by Cambridge and PTE General practice booklets.
• Meaning
Content students want to read, listen and talk about. Every exercise is relevant
to students’ lives and frequent personalisation ensures students’ engagement
every step of the way.

ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Students’ Book

9781447997672

9781447997887

Students’ Book & MyEnglishLab pack

9781292110035

9781292110059

Workbook

9781447997757

9781447997962

ISBNs

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

Students’ Book

9781447998099

9781447998310

Students’ Book & MyEnglishLab Pack

9781292110073

9781292110097

Workbook

9781447998174

9781447998396

ISBNs

Advanced

Students’ Book

9781447998532

Students’ Book & MyEnglishLab Pack

9781292110110

Workbook

9781447998617

ISBNs

Exam Practice Books

Cambridge English Key for Schools

9781292121130

Cambridge English Preliminary

9781292121154

Cambridge English First

9781292121116

Pearson Test of English General Level 1 (A2)

9781292148878

Pearson Test of English General Level 2 (B1)

9781292148885

Pearson Test of English General Level 3 (B2)

9781292148892

Pearson Test of English General Level 4 (C1)

9781292148908

pearsonELT.com/focus

For students

Students’ Book
Includes a Word Store booklet
at the back, which provides
extensive vocabulary practice
specific to the vocabulary
lesson of each unit. The
unique design of the booklet
allows the page in the Word
Store to match up with the
relevant page.

Also available:
- Students’ eText

Workbook
Provides more specific exam style
practice activities (Cambridge
ESOL) and exam strategies.

Exam Practice Book
Provide additional, intensive
practice and support for
important international exams.

MyEnglishLab
Online learning management
system with grammar
animations, interactive
speaking videos and individual
gradebooks.

For the teacher

Teachers’ Book
Includes full Students’
Book pages in colour, with
overprinted answers. Notes for
interactive video and suggested
opportunities for pair work and
peer assesstment.
Also available:
- Class Audio CDs

ActiveTeach
The oﬄine Interactive
Whiteboard Software Tool
which includes interactive
Students’ Book activities, audio
bank, teachers’ resources,
videos: grammar animations
and interactive speaking videos
and games bank.
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TEENS

Multi-ROM
Provides grammar animations
with additional exercises,
interactive speaking videos,
teachers’ resources and test
programme.

Next Move
Preparing the next generation for new
skills and new goals
Next Move is a 21st Century course focused on building English language
skills for today’s students. Today’s students are ‘Digital Natives’, born in an
era of websites, social media, testing and gaming. That’s how they relate to
the world, using technology to express themselves, collaborate and learn.
It’s exciting to be able to communicate so extensively and be part of a global
community, especially when you are learning a new language.

Authors
Carolyn Barraclough
Kathryn Stannett
Fiona Beddall
Jayne Wildman
4 levels
A1-B1
BE

• Helps you with mixed-level classes
With graded exercises in the workbooks you can keep assessing how your
individual students are progressing and give them the proper support. Project
tasks stimulate and motivate the high achievers while also including those
that require more support without demotivating them, which means minimal
class disruption for you! A guided inductive approach to grammar develops
students’ learning skills such as, identifying grammar patterns and formulating
grammar rules.
• Keeps students engaged
Where do students go after school? They... go online!
So, use Pearson Learning Area and let them practise English in the environment
which is so natural to them. ‘Heads-up’ teaching with ActiveTeach software
engages all types of learners using visual, auditory and kinesthetic. Interactive
exercises make language practice more fun, helping it stick in the learners
mind!
• 21st Century Learning
Tasks develop logical and critical thinking and problem-solving skills.
Interpersonal and communication skills are developed with the Class Discussion
activities. My Assessment Profile and Real World Profiles help you develop those
self-directional skills. Use the culture features and chatrooms to bring the world
into the classroom, and ‘almost’ take your students out into the world.

Visit our website for
resources!
pearsonELT.es/nextmove
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For students

For the teacher

• Students’ Book and Access Code
• Workbook and Extra Practice Book
• Students’ Book and MyEnglishLab Pack
• Students’ eText Premium

• Active Teach
• Teacher’s Guide
• Teacher’s Resource File
• Posters
• Class Audio CDs
• Culture Close-Up Vídeo

ISBNs

1

2

Students’ Book Pearson Learning Area Pack

9781447974543

9781447974574

Students’ Book MyLab Pack

9781447974642

9781447974666

Workbook

9781447974338

9781447974390

Students’ eText Premium

9788420551500

9788420551517

ISBNs

3

4

Students’ Book Pearson Learning Area Pack

9781447974604

9781447974635

Students’ Book MyLab Pack

9781447974680

9781447974703

Workbook

9781447974451

9781447974512

Students’ eText Premium

9788420551524

9788420552125

pearsonELT.es/nextmove

Live Beat
Bring your English to life
Live Beat is a four-level course that keeps students motivated and focused to
achieved better learning outomes with carefully structured lessons focused
on both written and verbal communication skills.
• Teach eﬀective communication
Realistic communicative activities help students to start using their English
immediately. Interactive functional videos activate language quickly.

4 levels
A1+-B1
BE

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/livebeat

• Engage students with multimedia
Functional videos, grammar and pronunciation animations make learning
eﬀective and fun. Native English-speaking teenagers in video blogs cover
topics that appeal to students’ interests. Interactive activities in the eTexts and
MyEnglishLab keep students focused.
• Teachers’ Resource Materials
Include extra activities to tailor the course materials to the needs of your
individual classes and students: Look Forward exercises at the start of the unit
prepare students for the unit topic. Provides loads of extension, extra practice,
motivator worksheets and summative Round-up worksheets. The testing and
assestment package oﬀers you a wide variety of tests.

For students

For the teacher

• Students’ Book
• Workbook
• Students’ Book MyEnglishLab Pack
• Students’ eText
• Students’ eText MyEnglishLab Pack

• Teacher’s Book
• Teacher’s Online Resources
• Class Audio Cds
• Teacher’s eText
• Teacher MyEnglishLab
• Teacher eText with MyEnglishLab

ISBNs

1

2

Students’ Book

9781447952688

9781447952800

Students’ Book & MyLab

9781447981046

9781447981053

Students’ eText Access Card

9781447952602

9781447952732

Students’ eText & MyLab Access Card

9781447952619

9781447952749

Workbook

9781447952626

9781447952756

ISBNs

3

4

Student’s Book

9781447952930

9781447953067

Student’s Book & MyLab

9781447981060

9781447981077

Students’ eText Access Card

9781447952862

9781447952992

Students’ eText & MyLab Access Card

9781447952879

9781447953005

Workbook

9781447952886

9781447953012

TEENS

Authors
Ingrid Freebairn
Jonathan Bygrave
Judy Copage
Liz Kilbey
Olivia Johnston
Sarah Curtis

• Helps to prepare exams
The Students’ Book builds and consolidates students’ knowledge of grammar,
vocabulary, functional language and systematic development of listening,
speaking, reading and writing. Language Revision helps students monitor their
own progress through self-assessment while Skills Revision gives students
practice on question types from the Trinity, KET and PET exams.

pearsonELT.com/livebeat
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New Challenges
Rise to the Challenge
New Challenges is perfect if you like to challenge your students. Build your
students’ confidence with the clear approach to grammar and vocabulary,
and with exercises to develop their spoken and written language. New
Challenges is a complete course that uses cross-cultural topics to bring the
real world into the classroom, making it relevant for your students and
encouraging them to think about the world around them.

Authors
Michael Harris, Amanda
Harris, David Mower, Anna
Sikorzynska, Lindsay White
4 levels
A1-B1
BE

ISBNs

1

2

Students’ Book Active Book Pack

9781447929383

9781447929390

Students’ Book eText Access Card

9781447942023

9781447942030

Workbook & Audio CD Pack

9781408284421

9781408286135

ISBNs

3

4

Students’ Book Active Book Pack

9781447929406

9781447929413

Students’ Book eText Access Card

9781447942047

Workbook & Audio CD Pack

9781408298435

Visit our website for
sample materials
pearsonELT.com/newchallenges

9781408298466

pearsonELT.com/newchallenges

Real Life
Make your mark!
Real Life brings English to Life and makes learning enjoyable and achievable
through practical tasks and evocative topics. Real Life gives students English
to talk about issues that are important to their lives. With a light, colourful
look and feel, it is socially oriented with a focus on real people and situations.
Real Life appeals to students who need a more manageable path to exam
success.

Authors
Peter Moor,
Sarah Cunningham,
Martyn Hobbs, Julia Keddle,
Jonathan Bygrave
5 levels
A1-C1
BE

ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Students’ Book
Workbook & Multi-ROM
(Includes Workbook audio)

9781405897044

9781405897068

978140 5897051

9781408235133

9781408235157

978140 8239469

ISBNs

Upper Intermediate

Advanced

Students’ Book
Workbook & Multi-ROM
(includes Workbook audio)

9781405897075

9781405897037

9781408239483

9781408239445

Visit our website for
resources
pearsonELT.com/reallife
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pearsonELT.com/reallife

Choices
Explore your choices
Choices is an Upper Secondary course aimed at 15-19 year olds. It gives
teachers the flexibility to choose between diﬀerent tasks within the core
English learning skills and adjust the course to their students’ individual
needs.
• Motivate students
Engages teenagers with favourite topics, such as video games and parties,
authentic BBC and Channel 4 clips, with personalities like the talented
Jamie Oliver.

4 levels
A1-B2+
BE

Visit our website for
sample materials!
pearsonELT.com/choices

• Online skills
Information-handling skills and critical thinking in the workbook, learning links
and extra revision, practice and self-assessment in the MyEnglishLab which
allows teachers to grade and monitor.

For students

For the teacher

• Students’ Book Active Book or
Students’ Book eText
• Workbook with Audio CD

• Teacher’s Book with Multi-ROM
• Active Teach for Whiteboards

ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Students’ Book

9781408242025

9781408242049

Students’ Book & MyLab pin Pack

9781447928812

9781447905660

Workbook with Audio CD Pack

9781447901655

9781408296196

Students’ eText Access Card

9781447954583

9781447954606

ISBNs

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

Students’ Book

9781408242032

9781408242056

Students’ Book & MyLab pin Pack

9781447905653

9781447928829

Workbook with Audio CD Pack

9781408296158

9781447901679

Students’ eText Access Card

9781447954590

9781447954613

TEENS

Authors
Michael Harris
Anna Sikorzyńska

• Students take control over their skills development
There is a strong focus of choice throughout the course which motivates and
is a crucial element of life-long learning skills important in the 21st century as
technology and jobs change rapidly. Students choose between diﬀerent topics
to discuss and write about, and the target functional language is presented
through dialogues which can be watched or listened to.

pearsonELT.com/choices
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Whether you’re looking for materials for a short course or an
intensive course, whether you teach at a private language school,
an EOI or a university, we have something to suit your needs.

Illustration by Lucy Vigrass
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This chart is designed to show where each of our products fits with the CEFR. This will help you to choose the
course which best fits your students’ needs.

Language Leader, Cutting Edge Third Edition and New Total English can be used as test preparation material for the
internationally recognised PTEA, English Language Test.
To download the relevant correlation charts please go to:

www.pearsonpte.com/PTEGeneral
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Speakout 2e
Real English in your classroom
Speakout is a comprehensive General English course for young adults and
adults. It features BBC content throughout and helps learners increase
their confidence in all skill areas, with a strong focus on spoken and written
communication.
• Authentic Language, Real Communication
Speakout 2nd edition oﬀers engaging content using authentic BBC material to
really bring topics to life and motivate students to learn. BBC programmes and
BBC street interviews expose learners to real language and diﬀerent varieties
of English.

Authors
Antonia Clare
Frances Eales
Steve Oakes
JJ Wilson
6 levels
CEF A1-C1
GSE 22-79
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
speakout2e
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• Gets students talking
Speakout 2nd edition provides everything your students need to go into the
real world and truly ’speak out’, through plenty of opportunities to personalise
language and discuss topics which are meaningful and relevant to them.
• Study Booster for Spanish-speaking learners of English
Speakout 2nd edition also features extra support for your students, with new
content specifically designed to build the skills and knowledge of Spanishspeaking learners to help them communicate confidently in English.
• Speakout Extra
Speakout Extra is the best resource to provide you with everything you need
to personalise and support your teaching. It gives you a range of additional
practice materials to help your learners get the most out of their English classes.
ISBNs

Starter

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Students’ Book with DVD-ROM

9781292115986

9781292115924

9781292115979

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab

9781292115993

9781292115931

9781292115962

Workbook with Key

9781447977070

9781447976769

9781447976974

Workbook without Key
Student’s Book, Workbook and Study
Booster Pack
Student’s Book, MyEnglishLab and Study
Booster Pack
MyEnglishLab Standalone Student’s
Access Card
Split edition with Workbook 1

9781292114484

9781292114309

9781292114422

9781292208961

9781292166520

97812 92166568

9781292208954

9781292166513

9781292166551

9781447977056

9781447976745

9781447976950

9781292149394

9781292149295

9781292149332

Split edition with Workbook 2

9781292149400

9781292149301

9781292149349

Split edition with MyEnglishLab 1

9781292161006

9781292160948

9781292160986

Split edition with MyEnglishLab 2

9781292161013

9781292160955

9781292160993

ISBNs

Intermediate

Upper- Intermediate Advanced

Students’ Book with DVD-ROM

9781292115948

9781292116013

9781292115900

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab

9781292115955

9781292116006

9781292115917

Workbook with Key

9781447976868

9781447977186

9781447976660

Workbook without Key
Student’s Book, Workbook and Study
Booster Pack
Student’s Book, MyEnglishLab and Study
Booster Pack
MyEnglishLab Standalone Student’s
Access Card
Split edition with Workbook 1

9781292114361

9781292114545

9781292114231

9781292166544

9781292166605

9781292208947

9781292166537

9781292166599

9781292208930

9781447976844

9781447977162

9781447976646

9781292149318

9781292149370

9781292149356

Split edition with Workbook 2

9781292149325

9781292149387

9781292149363

Split edition with MyEnglishLab 1

9781292160962

9781292161020

9781292160924

Split edition with MyEnglishLab 2

9781292160979

9781292161037

9781292160931

pearsonELT.com/speakout2e

New in the second edition
• Wonderful new material from the BBC to motivate learners, in the form of authentic BBC video clips
and ‘on the street’ interviews that expose learners to a variety of diﬀerent genres and accents.
• New reading and listening texts that reflect what learners come across outside the classroom and
expose them to a wider variety of international accents.
• A stronger grammar and pronunciation syllabus with a wider range of pronunciation features to
help students communicate confidently in a real English-speaking environment.
• New Speakout 2nd edition Study Booster, with self study material which focuses on the challenges
faced by Spanish learners through tips and explanations, as well as additional skills practice to help
learners build their confidence in English.
• New Speakout Extra resources, available online and in print, full of additional grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and skills practice, as well as activities for exploiting the BBC clips and interviews.
• New Speakout 2e Assessment package including new placement tests and unit tests as well as mid
and end of course tests to assess your students’ progress.

ADULTS

• A new, clear design to make every page easier to navigate while striking new visuals capture students’
attention and prompt language practice.
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For students
Students’ Book with DVD-ROM
Speakout Second Edition Students’ Book places particular emphasis
on communicative skills. Each unit has a functional lesson which
develops useful communication skills as well as a motivating BBC
DVD spread which is designed to revise key language and act as a
springboard for further speaking and writing tasks.
Workbook
The Workbook contains a wide variety of review and practice
exercises and covers all of the language areas in the
corresponding Students’ Book unit. It also contains regular
review sections to help learners consolidate what they have
learned.
Coursebook with
MyEnglishLab
MyEnglishLab provides a fully
blended and personalized learning environment
for students. It includes the online interactive Workbook with
instant feedback and automatic gradebook to assess students’
progress.
Tips and feedback encourage students to work out answers
themselves.
Students’ eText
The digital version of the Coursebook
for use online or oﬄine,
on laptops, iPads or
other tablets.

Study Booster for Spanish-speaking
learners of English
The new Study Booster contains
extra practice material for self study,
including tips and explanations on the
challenges faced by Spanish learners
of English as well as a whole range
of additional grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and writing practice
directly related to the Students’
Books.
Split edition
The split edition includes half
a coursebook and half of the
equivalent workbook, and is
perfect for short and intensive
courses.
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For the teacher
Teacher’s Book with Resource and Assessment disc
Teacher’s notes for every unit include warmers, fillers,
alternative suggestions, culture notes and answer keys.
The Assessment disc allows you to assess and track
students’ progress with a full range of printable and
customizable tests.
Speakout Extra
A complete bank of additional resources designed
to help you maximize your valuable teaching time,
providing all the materials you need to boost your
teaching experience and to help your students achieve
their language goals.
Availabwle online and in print, this unbeatable range
of supplementary materials consists of:
• Extra practice of Grammar, Vocabulary,
Pronunciation, Writing, Listening and Reading.
• DVD Extra, providing extra video exploitation
activities to help earners get the most out of the
Speakout BBC clips.
Active Teach
Interactive whiteboard
software providing
everything you need
on one disc, including
full coursebook
and workbook with
interactive activities and
show-answers, extra
resources in every unit,
grammar and vocabulary
review games and useful
tools.

ADULTS

Class Audio CDs
Full audio to accompany
the Coursebook.
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Cutting Edge Third edition
Cutting Edge Third edition builds on the
distinctive task-based approach that has
made this course so popular!
Cutting Edge Third edition has a multilayered, topic-based syllabus which
includes thorough and comprehensive work on grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and the skills of listening, reading, speaking and writing.
• Topics and content
Cutting Edge motivates learners with units based around up-to-date, globally
relevant topics which help them gather information about the world and other
cultures through the medium of English.
Authors
Sarah Cunningham
Peter Moor
Araminta Crace
Jonathan Bygrave
6 levels
CEF A1-C1
GSE 10-75
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
cuttingedge3e

• The speaking tasks
Structured speaking tasks form a central part of each unit, including surveys,
mini-talks, problem solving and narrative tasks.
• World culture and Language live
New World culture lessons encourage discussion of contemporary global
issues. Language Live lessons help learners with the functional language they
need to deal with everyday situations.
• Video material and digital components
New video content and a comprehensive digital package including
MyEnglishLab, the perfect way for students to practice when and where they
want.

For students

For the teacher

• Students’ Book with DVD-ROM
• Workbook
• Student’s Book with MyEnglishLab
• Students’ eText

• Teacher’s Book with Resource disc
• Active Teach for Interactive
Whiteboards
• Class CDs

ISBNs

Starter

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Students’ Book with DVD-ROM

9781447936947

9781447936831

9781447936909

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab

9781447962250

9781447944034

9781447944058

Workbook with Key

9781447906704

9781447906414

9781447906636

Workbook without Key

9781447906728

9781447906407

9781447906643

MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447988489

9781447983873

9781447983897

9788420563619

97884 20563633

Students’ eText Premium
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ISBNs

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate Advanced

Students’ Book with DVD-ROM

9781447936879

9781447936985

9781447936800

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab

9781447944041

9781447944065

9781447962243

Workbook with Key

9781447906520

9781447906773

9781447906292

Workbook without Key

9781447906537

9781447906872

9781447906315

MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447983880

9781447983903

9781447988472

Students’ eText Premium

9788498377361

9788420563657

pearsonELT.com/cuttingedge3e

New Total English
Give your students totally new options!
With a clear structure and can-do objectives in every unit, New Total English
is a straightforward, teacher-friendly course with time-proven methodology.
It gradually builds up all the necessary knowledge to help students achieve
their learning objectives.
• Clear, structured approach
With a clear structure and can-do objectives in every unit, New Total English is
a straightforward, teacher-friendly course with time-proven methodology. It
gradually builds up all the necessary knowledge to help students achieve their
learning objectives.

6 levels
CEF A1-C1
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
newtotalenglish

• Catch-up materials
Every unit has a very similar structure, making it easy for students to catch
up when they miss a class. They just need to follow the same step-by-step
instructions in the Students’ Book and do the exercises at home instead of in
class.

For students

For the teacher

• Students’ Book with Active Book
• Workbook with Audio CD
• Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab
• Split edition
• Students’ eText

• Teacher’s Book with Resource disc
• Active Teach for Interactive
Whiteboards
• Class CDs

ISBNs

Starter

Elementary

Students’ Book with Active Book Pack

9781408267219

9781408267165

9781408267202

9781408267158

97814 08267196

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab

Pre-Intermediate

Workbook and Audio CD Pack (with key)

9781408267394

9781408267332

9781408267370

Workbook and Audio CD Pack (no key)

9781408267400

9781408267349

9781408267387

Students’ Book eText Access Card

9781447954682

9781447954668

9781447954705

9781408254806

97814 08254837

MyEnglishLab Standalone
Split Edition 1

9781408285848

9781408285763

9781408285800

Split Edition 2

9781408285855

9781408285770

9781408285831

ISBNs

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate Advanced

Students’ Book with Active Book Pack

9781408267189

9781408267240

Students’ Book with MyEnglishLab

9781408267172

9781408267233

Workbook and Audio CD Pack (with key)

9781408267356

9781408267417

9781408267318

Workbook and Audio CD Pack (no key)

9781408267363

9781408267424

9781408267325

Students’ Book eText Access Card

9781447954675

9781447954699

9781447954651

MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781408254820

9781408254844

Split Edition 1

9781408285787

9781408285862

9781408285817

Split Edition 2

9781408285794

9781408285879

9781408285824

pearsonELT.com/newtotalenglish

9781408267141
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ADULTS

Authors
Diane Hall
Mark Foley
Araminta Crace
Rachael Roberts
Antonia Clare
Richard Acklam
JJ Wilson

• Strong grammatical and lexical syllabuses
New Total English places a lot of emphasis on providing learners with the
grammar ‘building blocks’ they need to communicate confidently, and
recognizes the central role that vocabulary plays in successful communication.

New Language Leader
Excel in your studies. Succeed in life!
New Language Leader is the ideal choice for universities or university pathway
institutions looking to develop rounded, high-flying students with the real
skills they need to succeed in academic study and their future careers.
• Focus on developing 21st Century Skills
New Language Leader is an international course with a global focus, and is
aimed at citizens of the 21st century world, with strong emphasis on areas such
us Critical Thinking skills and Digital Literacies.
• Stimulating topics
Relevant, thought-provoking topics and texts that develop critical thinking skills
and increase students’ motivation for learning.
Authors
David Cotton
David Falvey
Simon Kent
Ian Lebeau
Gareth Rees
5 levels
CEF A1-C1
GSE 24-82
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
newlanguageleader

• Writing skills and Study skills
Writing sections in every unit introduce students to diﬀerent genres and
develop writing skills. Study skills sections provide useful learning tips and give
students a ready-made ‘how to succeed in my studies’ toolkit.
• New video material
Meet the Expert videos featuring interviews with leading professionals and
academics challenge learners. Study skills videos help prepare students for
presentations, lectures and discussions.

For students

For the teacher

• Coursebook
• Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
• Students’ eText with MyEnglishLab

• Teacher’s Online Resources
• Teacher’s eText for Interactive
Whiteboards
• Class CDs

ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Coursebook

9781447961468

9781447961529

9781447961499

Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
Coursebook eText Access Card with
MyEnglishLab
MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447961451

9781447961512

9781447961482

9781447961475

9781447961536

9781447961505

9781447983927

9781447983941

9781447983934

ISBNs

Upper-Intermediate Advanced

Coursebook

9781447961550

9781447961437

Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
Coursebook eText Access Card with
MyEnglishLab
MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447961543

9781447961420

9781447961567

9781447961444

9781447983958

9781447983910

pearsonELT.com/newlanguageleader

Northstar, Fourth Edition
The fourth edition of this successful five-level series engages students through authentic and compelling content
and empowers them to achieve their academic and personal goals.
For further information visit longmanhomeusa.com/northstar-fourth-edition
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Powered by MyEnglishLab
Teach English, Anytime, Anywhere!
• 4-level online course, each with over 100 hours of content
• Log in on your computer or tablet
• Help your students become better communicators using
International English

WHAT IS PEARSON ENGLISH INTERACTIVE?
Pearson English Interactive is an online course to help busy adults improve all
four skills to become better communicators using International English.
Access Pearson English Interactive
whenever you want to: from any computer
or tablet – at work, at home, in a café –
anywhere.

It’s simple and convenient to use so you
can spend your time checking students’
grades and progress, and assigning
homework, quizzes and tests.

Save time checking your student’s
progress. View their progress reports
(including time on task), course grade book
and scores for activities, quizzes and tests
online at a glance or in detail.

Want to skip an activity? Don’t like a quiz?
Your class is ambitious and they want to
do EVERYTHING. Done, done, and done –
at the click of a button. Customize your
course syllabus to meet your class needs.

Engage your students with hours of
interactive videos where they listen and
repeat or play a role in conversation and
dialogue. In Levels 3 and 4, an ongoing
drama which might even get you hooked
as you watch the unfolding story.

There’s no need to worry about
assessing your students speaking and
writing in the classroom. Listen to their
digital recordings, check their written
work and assess their progress – all
online.

ISBNs
Student´s Access Card Level 1

9780133832716

Student´s Access Card Level 2

9780133833003

Student´s Access Card Level 3

9780133833010

Student´s Access Card Level 4

9780133833027

www.pearsonELT.com/pei

a
b

Exam Prep
Take the route to exam success
Whichever exam your students are taking, our preparation courses, extra
practice and skills booster books will help them achieve exam success.
Cambridge English Exams for General English

Cambridge English Exams for Schools

Pearson Tests of English

IELTS

TOEFL

TOEIC

Our exam preparation material is designed to support you to develop your students'
English language skills while preparing them for the exams themselves.
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Exams
EXAM

MATERIALS

Page

A1

A2

B1

B1+ B2

C1

C2

PTE IELTS TOEFL TOEIC

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH
Young Learners

Practice Tests Plus Starters, Movers, Flyers

p.49

For Schools

Gold Experience
Activate

p.46
p.48

MyEnglishLab

Gold Preliminary, Pre-First, First, Advanced

p.42

MyEnglishLab

Expert First, Advanced, Proficiency

p.44

MyEnglishLab

Practice Tests Plus Key, Preliminary, First,
Advanced

p.49

MyEnglishLab Preliminary, First, Advanced

p.51

Expert IELTS New

p.45

Practice Tests Plus

p.49

Focus on IELTS

p.50

MyEnglishLab: IELTS

p.51

General English

MyEnglishLab

IELTS

IELTS

MyEnglishLab

PEARSON LANGUAGE TESTING

PTE ACADEMIC™

Expert for PTE Academic

p.44

Practice Tests Plus

p.49

MyEnglishLab PTE Academic

p.51

Express to the TOEFL iBT® Test

p.50

MyEnglishLab for the TOEFL Test

p.51

Longman Preparation Series for the
TOEIC® Test

p.50

MyEnglishLab for the TOEIC® Test

p.51

MyEnglishLab

ETS®
TOEFL® TEST

TOEIC® TEST

MyEnglishLab

MyEnglishLab

MyEnglishLab Leading in Blended Learning Exam Practice
This innovative online learning tool now oﬀers comprehensive training, exam practice and practice tests
with instant feedback and gradebook for the following exams:
• Cambridge English: Preliminary, First, Advanced
• IELTS (2 levels)
• PTE ACADEMIC™ (2 levels)
• TOEIC® Test
For all the support you need visit:

pearsonELT.com/examsplace
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Gold
Help your students reach the Gold
standard!
With Gold, students develop natural English while learning the skills they
will need to really excel in their exam. Gold makes it easy to teach light,
fun classes with stimulating, discussion-rich lessons together with lots of
personalisation.
• Dynamic learning
Fully revised for the 2015 Cambridge First and Advanced exams, Gold oﬀers a
faster paced syllabus, with more vocabulary input and a strong emphasis on
communicative practice and the development of natural speaking skills.
Authors
Jan Bell
Sally Burgess
Lynda Edwards
Jon Naunton
Jacky Newbrook
Amanda Thomas
Clare Walsh
Lindsay Warwick
Judith Wilson
4 levels
B1-C1
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/gold
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• Better class flow
Material is divided into lessons on spreads or pages so that there is a natural
progression through a variety of activities including individual, pair and
classwork. Each unit contains practice for all papers of the exam and every
lesson includes an integrated range of skills with plenty of discussion.
• Comprehensive exam practice and support
Gold ensures that students know what to expect in the exam and how to
deal with each part eﬀectively, thanks to the carefully staged exam tasks and
comprehensive Exam Focus section detailing strategies for every part of the
exam, as well as extra tips with every exam task.
• Extensive Digital Package
Full digital support package now includes MyEnglishLab for Preliminary, First
and Advanced exams, and eText for all devices, including tablets.

ISBNs

Preliminary

Pre-First

Coursebook with CD-ROM

9781292124933

9781292159546

Coursebook with CD-ROM and MyEnglishLab Pack

9781447962045

Exam Maximiser with key

9781447907367

9781447907251

Exam Maximiser without key

9781447907381

9781447907275

Student eText Access Card

9781447954644

9781447954637

ISBNs

First NE

Advanced NE

Coursebook with online audio

9781447907145

9781447907046

Coursebook with MyEnglishLab Pack

9781408297926

9781447955443

Exam Maximiser with online audio (no key)

9781447907176

9781447907084

Exam Maximiser with online audio (with key)

9781447907152

9781447907060

Student eText Access Card

9781447973881

9781447973850

pearsonELT.com/gold

For students
Coursebook
T
The Gold Coursebook includes engaging units integrating all skills and papers,
a
authentic
texts, exam-style practice and exam tips with every exam task. It also
c
contains
a useful Grammar Reference, a detailed Exam Focus section and a
comprehensive Writing Reference.
Exam Maximiser
The Exam Maximiser provides
extensive support for the coursebook
with language work, additional practice
exam tasks and extras. The Exam
Maximiser can be used alongside the
coursebook or on its own for re-takers.
Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
Get even more exam practice
and support with the innovative
MyEnglishLab, a practical and
engaging online learning tool that
gives exam candidates the information
and training they need to succeed in
their English language exam.
Students’ eText
Digital version of the Coursebook for use
online or oﬄine, on laptops, iPads or
other tablets.

For the teacher

Online Teacher’s
Resource Material
Digital teacher resources to accompany and
supplement your teaching using Gold. Includes
full Teacher’s book content, Test-masters and
Photocopiables.

Teacher’s IWB Software
Interactive whiteboard software providing
everything you need on one disc or online, including
full coursebook with interactive activities and showanswers, Speaking test videos and Testmasters.
Class Audio CDs/
Exam Maximiser
Audio CDs
The audio CDs have
the full audio to
accompany the
Coursebook
and the Exam
Maximiser.

EXAMS

Teacher’s Book
The Gold Teacher’s
Book is a complete
guide to using
all of the Gold
components in a
blended classroom.
You’ll find lesson
plans along with
the answers, audio
scripts and sample
answers for writing
tasks for every unit.
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Expert
Score top marks with this intensive exam
preparation course!
Expert provides rigorous exam training for high-achieving students while
developing language awareness and communication skills. This intensive
course will satisfy your students’ practice needs and allow them to achieve
their full potential.
• Flexible, modular approach
Expert is designed in a modular way so that teachers can either follow the
order of the material in the book or choose their own route through the course
to meet the needs of specific classes.
Authors
Cambridge English:
Jan Bell
Roger Gower
Carol Nuttall
Megan Roderick
Nick Kenny
PTE Academic:
Clare Walsh
Lindsay Warwick
David Hill
Cambridge English:
3 levels
B2-C2
BE
PTE Academic:
2 levels
B1-B2
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/expert
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• Intensive exam practice and support
If you want to teach your students at the level of the exam from the beginning
of the year, use Expert. Expert 3rd edition includes Word Check boxes to develop
vocabulary, emphasis on language chunks, more listening practice than ever
before and special support for new writing tasks.
• Extensive Digital Package
Full digital support package now includes MyEnglishLab (First, Advanced and
PTE Academic) and eText for all devices, including tablets.

For students

For the teacher

• Coursebook with Audio CD
• Students’ Resource Book
• Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
• Students’ eText

• Teacher’s Book
• Online Teacher’s Resource Material
• Teacher’s IWB Software

Coursebook with Audio CD

First NE
for 2015 Exam
9781447962007

Advanced NE
for 2015 Exam
9781447961987

Coursebook with MyEnglishLab

9781447962014

9781447961994

Resource Book with online audio (with key)

9781447980629

9781447980605

Resource Book with online audio (without key)

9781447980636

9781447980612

Student eText Access Card

9781447973812

9781447973805

ISBNs

Proficiency

Coursebook with Audio CD Pack

9781447937593

Resource Book with online audio

9781408299005

ISBNs

PTE Academic - B1

PTE Academic - B2

Coursebook

9781447975007

9781447975014

Coursebook with MyEnglishLab

9781447962021

9781447962038

Student eText Access Card

9781447973829

9781447973836

ISBNs

pearsonELT.com/expert

Expert IELTS
Rigorous test training for
students who also want to
improve their language Skills
Expert IELTS is the new Expert course that trains students in all parts of the
International English Language Testing System (IELTS) test.
• Intensive test training
Test training and practice in each module boost students’ confidence, while
developing the structures, functions and vocabulary to help them get the band
score they need to succeed.

Authors
Elaine Boyd
Louise Rogers
Sophie Walker
Fiona Aish
Jo Tomlinson
Clare Walsh
Lindsay Warwick
Jan Bell
Band 5
(suitable for students
from band 4)
Band 6
(suitable for students
from band 5)
Band 7
(suitable for students
from band 6)
BE

• Continuous assessment
Regular assessment and activities encourage students to identify what they
have learnt and where they need to improve, engaging them in learning and
motivating them as they progress.
• Flexible approach
Expert IELTS gives access to all three levels of teacher’s resources to enable you
to customise the learning pathway according to your students’ needs.
It provides flexible IELTS preparation with a range of components and
resources supporting students and you however you want to teach.

For students

For the teacher

• Coursebook with online audio
• Students’ Resource Book
• Coursebook with MyEnglishLab

• Teacher’s Book and Audio CD pack
• Online Teacher’s Resource Material
• Active Teach for Interactive
Whiteboards

ISBNs

Band 5

Band 6

Band 7.5

Students’ Book with Online Audio
Students’ Book with Online Audio &
MyEnglishLab
Students’ Resource Book with Key

9781292125190

9781292125022

9781292125114

9781292134833

97812 92134840

9781292125213

9781292125046

9781292125138

Students’ Resource Book without Key

9781292125220

9781292125053

9781292125145

EXAMS

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
expertIELTS

pearsonELT.com/expertIELTS
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Gold Experience
Experience – Engage – Excel!
Gold Experience is a fast-paced exam preparation and general English course
that engages and motivates teenagers with its wide variety of interesting
age-appropriate topics as well as content-rich CLIL topics.
• Comprehensive exam preparation towards the Cambridge for Schools
examinations
Gold Experience has exam preparation built in from the start. Tasks are in the
format of the exam, yet integrated seamlessly into the unit. Exam tips and the
new Exam Practice Booklets provide additional practice and help.

Authors
Kathryn Alevizos
Carolyn Barraclough
Suzanne Gaynor
Megan Roderick
Mary Stephens
5 levels
A1-B2
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
goldexperience
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• Engaging and motivating content
Topics are from contemporary contexts, such as the internet, social media,
television and magazines, as well as content-rich CLIL topics from which
students will learn about the world. Authentic TV clips and blogs take learning
English and exam preparation to the next level.
• Extensive Digital Package
Full digital support package now includes MyEnglishLab with online grammar,
vocabulary and skills practice and eText for all devices, including tablets. Extra
online practice with additional reading, writing, speaking and listening activities
helps students review and recycle what they have learned.
Available at english.com/goldxp

ISBNs

A1

A2

B1

Students’ Book with Multi-ROM
Students’ Book with Multi-ROM and
MyEnglishLab
Language and Skills Workbook
Language and Skills Workbook &
Exam Practice Pack
Students’ eText and Access Card
Students’ eText and MyEnglishLab
Access Card
MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447961888

9781447961918

9781447961925

9781447961895

9781447961901

9781447961932

9781292159454

9781292159461

9781292159478

9781292174303

97812 92174310

9781447973942

9781447973959

9781447973966

9781447978893

9781447978909

9781447978916

9781447988427

9781447988434

9781447988441

Students’ eText Premium

9788420563671

9788420563695

9788420563718

ISBNs

B1+

B2

Students’ Book with Multi-ROM
Students’ Book with Multi-ROM and
MyEnglishLab
Language and Skills Workbook
Language and Skills Workbook &
Exam Practice Pack
Students’ eText Access Card
Students’ eText and MyEnglishLab
Access Card
MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447961949

9781447961963

9781447961956

9781447961970

9781292159485

9781292159492

Students’ eText Premium
Exam Practice Booklet Answer Keys
(all levels)

9781292174327
9781447973973

9781447973980

9781447978923

9781447978930

9781447988458

9781447988465

9781292129716

9788420563732
Online

pearsonELT.com/goldexperience

For students
Students’ Book with Multi-ROM
Topic-based units oﬀer thorough input and practice of reading, writing,
listening and speaking skills, with topic vocabulary and grammar
presented in situations which exemplify their meaning and use.
Language and skills Workbook
With full Grammar, Vocabulary and practice of all skills in every
unit, the new Workbook will give further practice of all the
language and skills students see in the Students’ Book
lessons.
Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
Gold Experience MyEnglishLab includes all the Workbook
exercises in interactive format plus extra reading, writing,
listening and speaking skills, all the videos as well as
practice and review tests.
Students’ eText
Digital version of the Coursebook for use online or oﬄine,
on laptops, iPads or other tablets. Also available with
MyEnglishLab.

For the teacher
Teacher’s Book
Step-by-step guidance on how to use Gold
Experience in the blended classroom. It
includes full teaching notes with answer
key and audio scripts, as well as ideas for
additional and alternative activities.
Online Teacher’s Resource Material
All the support a busy teacher needs is
available online on the Pearson portal
including teaching notes, photocopiable
worksheets and unit, mid- and end-of-year
tests.
Teacher’s IWB Software

EXAMS

Interactive whiteboard software providing everything you
need on one disc or online, including full coursebook with interactive
activities and show-answers, printable resources and games to practice
e
vocabulary and grammar for every unit.
Class Audio CDs
Full class audio available on CD or online via the Teacher’s Online Resource Materials.
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Activate!
Preparing teenagers for exam success
With its vibrant teen-appropriate topics, Activate! helps you to motivate your
12 to 15 year-old students and oﬀers them exciting and stimulating exam
preparation for a range of international exams.

Authors
Carolyn Barraclough
Elaine Boyd
Mary Stephens
Suzanne Gaynor
Megan Roderick
4 levels
A2-B2
BE

ISBNs

A2

B1

Students’ Book and Active Book Pack

9781292143057

9781447929277

Workbook with Key

9781408224267

9781408236796

Workbook without key

9781408224281

9781408236802

Students’ Book eText Access Card with DVD

9781447941729

9781447941750

Students’ eText Premium

9788420563855

9788420563879

Grammar & Vocabulary Book

9781408224212

9781408236611

ISBNs

B1+

B2

Students’ Book and Active Book Pack

9781408253885

9781447929284

Workbook with Key and CD-ROM Pack

9781447902577

9781408270516

Workbook without Key and CD-ROM Pack

9781408236826

9781408236840

Students’ Book eText Access Card with DVD

9781447941781

9781447941811

Students’ eText Premium

9788420563893

9788420563916

Grammar & Vocabulary Book

9781408239100

Use of English & Vocabulary Book

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/activate

9781408 239131

pearsonELT.com/activate

Cosmic
Prepare students for all international
exams without them even realising!
Lively and bright, Cosmic leaps from the page. Students investigate issues
that appeal to them with engaging topics that really exist. Give them their
technology fix using weblinks, blogs and educational games.

Authors
Megan Roderick
Rachel Finnie
Fiona Beddall
Rod Fricker
Suzanne Gaynor

ISBNs

B1

B1+

B2

Students’ Book and Active Book Pack

9781408272800

9781408272817

9781408272824

Workbook and Audio CD Pack

9781408267509

9781408267578

9781408267608

Test Book

9781408246467

9781408246573

9781408246702

Grammar

9781408246436
9781408246603

97814 08246726

Use of English

3 levels
B1-B2
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/cosmic
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pearsonELT.com/cosmic

Practice Tests Plus
Lots of practice with hints and guidance on
approaching diﬀerent exam tasks
Practice Tests Plus familiarise learners with the task types, question formats
and style of the test papers. The new editions include speaking test videos of
candidates with examiners and extra material for classroom use.
The new Key for Schools, Preliminary for Schools, First for Schools Preliminary
and First Exam Mini Practice Booklets combine at a special price: two complete
practice tests; detailed overviews of each exam paper; guidance, strategies
and tips on each paper; full-colour visual material for the Speaking tests; and
Speaking and Writing files with model answers and useful language.
Young Learners
Students’ Book

9 levels
BE

Starter
Movers
Flyers
9781408296615 9781408296592 9781408296554

ISBNs
Students’ Book with Audio CDs
Students’ Book with Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack
Students’ without Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack

KET
KET for Schools
9781405822848
9781292159560
9781292162980

ISBNs
1 PET
2 PET
3 PET
Students’ Book with Key and Multi-ROM Pack 9781405822831
Students’ Book without Key and Multi-ROM Pack 9781405822879 9781405831369
Students’ Book with Key and Access Code
9781447954866
Students’ Book with Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack
9781292159577
Students’ without Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack
9781292162997
ISBNs
Students’ Book with Key
Students’ Book without Key

First
Advanced
9781447966227 9781447966203
9781447966234 9781447966210

ISBNs
Students’ Book with Key and Multi-ROM Pack
Students’ Book without Key and Multi-ROM Pack

Academic
9781447937944
9781447937951

ISBNs
Students’ Book with Key with Multi-ROM Audio CD Pack

IELTS
9781 292159553

ISBNs
Key for Schools Exam Practice Booklet
Preliminary for Schools Exam Practice Booklet
First for Schools Exam Practice Booklet
Preliminary Exam Practice Booklet
First Exam Practice Booklet

Booklets
9781292174037
9781292174051
9781292174020
9781292174044
9781292174013

Grammar and Vocabulary for Cambridge First
Your complete grammar and vocabulary
package for Cambridge First preparation

ISBNs

Cambridge FCE

Students’ Book with key and online access

9781408290590

Author
Luke Prodromou

Students’ Book without key and online access

9781447903055

1 level
B2
BE

ISBNs

Cambridge CAE

Students’ Book without key

9780582518216

pearsonELT.com/examsplace

EXAMS

With extensive reference and practice for both
grammar and vocabulary, students develop both
skills using just one book. Access to Longman
Dictionaries Online and the innovative Longman
VocabTrainer builds vocabulary further and oﬀers
students extra practice for the Cambridge English
First exam.
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Express to the TOEFL iBT® Test

The fast new way to prepare for the TOEFL®
iBT test and improve scores

The perfect core course text for use in class or for independent study with
complete digital support. Express to the TOEFL iBT® Test is comprehensive
yet compact and completely covers all of the skills and question types found
on the TOEFL iBT® Test in a shorter amount of time than standard TOEFL
iBT® Test preparation textbooks.
ISBNs

A th
Authors
h
Tammy LeRoi Gilbert
Dorothy E. Zemach
B2
AE

Coursebook with CD-ROM

9780132861625

Student eText with CD-ROM

9780133438031

Longman Preparation Series
Your complete solution to TOEIC® test
preparation
Get even more practice, tips and lots of new material including 100% new
photos. This course consists of three levels and includes a book of more
Practice Tests. The fifth edition oﬀers shorter printed texts with contents
more accessible to students and a free CD-ROM that contains complete
MP3 audio, an audio script and optional answer keys. It also includes
MyEnglishLab.

Author
A
th
h
Lin Lougheed
A2-C1
AE

ISBNs
Coursebook with CD-ROM
and MyEnglishLab (with key)

Introductory

Intermediate

Advanced

9780132862714

9780132862721

9780132862738

Focus on IELTS

Prepare your students for the IELTS exam
and future academic study
The Focus Series was developed by the author in the classroom and is based
on real students’ needs in real classroom situations:
• Critical Thinking and Reflective Learning training helps students become
more analytical as learners.
• Academic Vocabulary sections systematically build up knowledge of the
Academic Word List.

Author
A
h
Sue O’Connell
B1
BE
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• Academic Style sections focus on key aspects of academic English, and
develop students’ ability to achieve the appropriate formal style.
Focus on IELTS
Coursebook with CD-ROM

Focus on IELTS Foundation
9781408241363

Coursebook

pearsonELT.com/focusonielts

9780582829121

MyEnglishLab Exams
Your complete solution to preparation for
English Language exams
Ensure your students have a better chance of succeeding in Cambridge
English Preliminary, First and Advanced, IELTS, Pearson Test of English
Academic, TOEIC® Test, TOEFL® iBT Test:
• Hundreds of practice activities on subskills and language
• Introductory videos to guide students through each part of the exam so
they know exactly what to expect on test day
• Tips, instant feedback and Students’ gradebook
• Practice tests
ISBNs

8 levels
BE

Use our website!
MyEnglishLab.com

Cambridge Preliminary Student’s Access Card

9781447975045

Cambridge First Student’s Access Card

9781447975038

Cambridge Advanced Student’s Access Card

9781447975021

Pearson Test of English Academic B1 Student’s Access Card

9781447975052

Pearson Test of English Academic B2 Student’s Access Card

9781447975069

IELTS 1 (B1) Student’s Access Card

9781447944829

IELTS 2 (B2) Student’s Access Card

9780273794295

TOEIC Test Student’s Access Card

9780132881876

TOEFL Test Student’s Access Card

9780132881883

MyEnglishLab.com

Progress
The first ever integrated skills test package
specifically designed to objectively and
accurately measure student progress
across all skills during a course
• Fully automated online tests including speaking and writing sections save
teachers time and provide fast results.
• Adaptive test with multiple entry levels give precise results against a
standard and granular scale.
• Personal score report for each test shows progress by skill to truly inform
teaching and learning.

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/progress

ISBNs
15-30 Student Printed Access Card

9781447974123

25-40 Student Printed Access Card

9781447974130

35-50 Student Printed Access Card

9781447974147

45-60 Student Printed Access Card

9781447974154

55-70 Student Printed Access Card

9781447974161

65-80 Student Printed Access Card

9781447974178

pearsonELT.com/progress

EXAMS

6 levels
GSE 15-80
BE
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English for business students and professionals
We have partnered with business experts to deliver relevant, up-to-date content that helps
students and professionals learn English.

Illustration by
Lauren Rolwing
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Business
Global Scale of English
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Business Correlation Chart
This chart is designed to show where each of our products fits with the CEFR. This will help you to choose the
course which best fits your students’ needs.
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Market Leader 3rd edition
Help your students become fluent
speakers who can successfully use English
in a work environment!
Market Leader Extra is course for students who want to learn English and
learn about business, and for business people who want to advance their
careers. It has been developed in association with the Financial Times, one of
the leading sources of business information in the world.
• New Business Skills lessons
Business skills lessons oﬀer the learner a task-based, integrated skills approach
to the development of core business skills such as Presentations, Negotiations,
Meetings and Small Talk.
Authors
David Cotton
David Falvey
Simon Kent

• New Premier lessons
Premier lessons provide a constantly updated bank of lessons based on the
latest Financial Times articles available on MyEnglishLab.

5 levels
A1-C1
BE

• New BEC Support
Dedicated support for The Cambridge Business English Certificate reading and
writing elements.
• New Flexi editions
Half a coursebook and half of the equivalent practice file, perfect for short and
intensive courses.

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
marketleader
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ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Coursebook with DVD-ROM Pack
Coursebook with DVD-ROM and
MyEnglishLab Pack
Practice File & Audio CD Pack

9781292134758

9781292134796

9781292134772

9781292134741

9781292134789

9781292134765

9781408237069

9781408237083

9781408236963

Split Edition 1

9781292126081

9781292126128

9781292126104

Split Edition 2

9781292126098

9781292126135

9781292126111

MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447952459

9781447952466

9781447959731

ISBNs

Upper-Intermediate Advanced

Coursebook with DVD-ROM Pack
Coursebook with DVD-ROM and
MyEnglishLab Pack
Practice File & Audio CD Pack

9781292134819

9781292135274

9781292134802

9781292134734

9781408237106

9781408237045

Split Edition 1

9781292126142

9781292126067

Split Edition 2

9781292126159

9781292126074

MyEnglishLab Standalone

9781447959748

9781447952442

ISBNs

Specialist Titles

Working Across Cultures Book

9781408220030

Accounting and Finance Book

9781408220023

Human Resources Book

9781408220047

Business Law Book

9781408220054

Logistics Management Book

9781408220061

Marketing Book

9781408220078

Essential Grammar and Usage Book

9781408220016

Grammar and Usage Book

9781408220085

pearsonELT.com/marketleader

For students
C
Coursebook
with DVD-ROM
Now with 16 new pages of business skills in each level: negotiation,
presentation, writing emails, telephoning and teleconferencing,
small talk, meetings and interviews.
Practice File
The Practice File gives extra practice in the areas of grammar
and vocabulary, together with a complete syllabus in
business writing.
Coursebook with MyEnglishLab
Get even more practice and support with the innovative
MyEnglishLab, the perfect way for students to practice when and
where they want and instantly get their grades and feedback.
Market Leader Specialist
Titles
Focus on the reading skills
and vocabulary development
required for specific areas of
business: Accounting and
Finance,
Business Law, Human Resources,
Logistics Management,
Marketing and Working Across
Cultures.

For the teacher
Teacher’s Resource Book with Test Master CD-ROM
It provides teachers with an overview of the whole course, together
with detailed teacher’s notes and digital, editable versions of the
Test File tests that enable tailored assessment.
Test File
Six photocopiable tests per level to monitor students’ level of
achievement.

BUSINESS

Active Teach for Interactive
Whiteboards
Interactive whiteboard software providing everything you need on
one disc, including full coursebook with interactive activities and
show-answers, video interviews and case study commentaries.
Class Audio CDs
Full classroom audio including business skills.
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Intelligent Business
Learn business, do business
Intelligent Business makes the world of business accessible to English
language students whatever their level of business experience.
• Learn Business
Learn Business refers to the components designed to be accessible to
learners who may not have much business experience or knowledge. These
components include the Intelligent Business Students’ Book and Worbook.
• Do Business
Do Business refers to the components developed for busy employees who are
on a company English Language training programme. The dedicated Skills Book
provides focused training in communication skills for business professionals.
Authors
Tonya Trappe
Graham Tullis
Christine Johnson
Irene Barrall
Nikolas Barrall
5 levels
A1-C1
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
intelligentbusiness
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• Developed in collaboration with the Economist magazine
Intelligent Business draws on this rich source of authoritative and topical
articles on the business world.
• Exam practice and support
Intelligent Business Workbook provides ideal preparation for exams such
as BEC and BULATS. At the back of the Workbook is a complete BEC Practice
Exam.

For students

For the teacher

• Coursebook and Audio CD Pack
• Skills Book with CD-ROM
• Workbook with Audio CD

• Teacher’s Book with Test Master
CD-ROM
• DVD
• Video Resource Book

ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Coursebook with Audio CD Pack

9781408255988

9781408256008

9781408255995

Skills Book with CD-ROM Pack

9781405881418

9780582846920

9780582846883

Workbook with Audio CD Pack

9781405881432

9780582846951

9780582846913

ISBNs

Upper-Intermediate Advanced

Coursebook with Audio CD Pack

9781408256015

9781408255971

Skills Book with CD-ROM Pack

9780582846968

9781408267950

Workbook with Audio CD Pack

9780582846999

9781408267974

pearsonELT.com/intelligentbusiness

Lifestyle
English to get things done… eﬀectively!
Lifestyle is designed to meet the everyday language requirements of people
who need to learn English for work, travel and socialising. As well as dealing
with how people communicate at work, it also helps learners interact
eﬀectively outside of the work environment.
• Communication strategies
Lifestyle’s key goal is to enable students to speak English with confidence.
The communication strategies lessons are designed to help students to explain
what they mean, build relationships and use English eﬀectively to get things
done.

4 levels
A1-B2
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/lifestyle

• Flexible
Lifestyle’s syllabus encompasses both professional and general English, so
it’s particulary suitable for classes where students have mixed needs. Less
workplace-specific than most business courses, Lifestyle is also perfect for
vocational training and pre-work courses.

For students

For the teacher

• Coursebook and CD-ROM
• Workbook with Audio CD

• Teacher’s Book with Test Master
CD-ROM
• Class CDs
• Active Teach for Interactive
Whiteboards

ISBNs

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate

Coursebook and CD-ROM Pack

9781408237113

9781408237175

Workbook and Audio CD Pack

9781408237137

9781408237199

ISBNs

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Coursebook and CD-ROM Pack

9781408237144

9781408297780

Workbook and Audio CD Pack

9781408237168

9781408297803

BUSINESS

Authors
Vicki Hollett
Norman Whitby
Iwonna Dubicka
Margaret O’Keeﬀe
Irene Barrall
John Rogers

• Functional language, culture and language
Functional language presented in a cross-cultural context helping learners to
develop successful working and social relationships and avoid communication
breakdown.

pearsonELT.com/lifestyle
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English for International Tourism
Visit the exciting new destination for
Tourism
English for International Tourism is a three-level series designed to meet the
English-language needs of professionals working in the tourism industry and
students of tourism in further education.
• Professional skills
The Professional skills lessons provide students with the opportunity to learn
and practice eﬀective interpersonal and business skills which are an essential
job requirement in the travel and tourism industries.

Authors
Iwonna Dubicka
Margaret O’Keefe
Peter Strutt
3 levels
A2-B2
BE

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/tourism
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• Case Studies
English for International Tourism helps students to practice language skills in
realistic Case Studies that reflect issues in the tourist industry today. They are
designed to motivate and actively engage students in seeking solutions.
• Authentic films featuring diﬀerent aspects of tourism
The films give the students the opportunity to listen to a variety of native and
non-native speakers using English as an international language in five authentic
documentary videos.

For students

For the teacher

• Coursebook and DVD-ROM
• Workbook with Audio CD

• Online Teacher’s Book
• Online Test Master Material
• Class CDs

ISBNs

Pre-Intermediate

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

Coursebook with DVD-ROM

9781447923879

9781447923831

9781447923916

Workbook with key and Audio CD

9781447923893

9781447923855

9781447923930

Workbook without key and Audio CD

9781447923909

9781447923862

9781447923947

Students’ eText Premium

9788498378191

9788498378207

pearsonELT.com/tourism

Vocational English
Perfect for students in vocational training
as well as in-company classes
Designed to cover the essential vocabulary that learners need in the workplace.
Each title contains a CD-ROM with interactive glossaries in both British and
American English and the complete course book audio in MP3 format.
The following titles are available:
• Banking and Finance
• Nursing
• Construction
• Oil and Gas
• Information Technology
ISBNs

Authors
David Bonamy, Evan
Frendo, Maja Olenjniczak
Rosemary Richie
Maria Spada, Ros Wright

English for Banking and Finance L1 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269886

English for Banking and Finance L2 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269893

English for IT L1 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269961

English for IT L2 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269909

English for Nursing L1 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269930

2 levels
A1-B1
BE/AE

English for Nursing L2 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269947

English for the Oil Industry L1 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269978

English for the Oil Industry L2 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269954

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
vocationalenglish

English for Construction L1 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269916

English for Construction L2 Coursebook and CD Pack

9781408269923

pearsonELT.com/vocationalenglish

Technical English
Helping students prepare for technical and
industrial specialisations

Author
David Bonamy
4 levels
BE/AE

ISBNs

Level 1

Level 2

Coursebook

9781405845458

9781405845540

Workbook and CD (with key)

9781405896528

9781405896542

Workbook and CD (no key)

9781405896535

9781405896559

ISBNs

Level 3

Level 4

Coursebook

9781408229477

9781408229552

Workbook and CD (with key)

9781408267981

9781408268001

Workbook and CD (no key)

9781408267998

9781408268018

BUSINESS

Technical English is a four-level course for students in technical or vocational
education, and for company employees in training at work. It covers the core
language and skills that students need to communicate successfully in all
technical and industrial specialisations.

Use our website!
pearsonELT.com/
vocationalenglish

pearsonELT.com/technicalenglish
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Supplementary
Materials:
for a complete learning experience!

Illustration by Lauren Rolwing
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Longman Diccionario Junior
Primary to Young learners / A1 / BE
• 70,000 words, phrases and meanings.
• Full-colour bilingual dictionary written specially for Spanish Young Learners.
• All the words pupils need for other school subjects such as Science and Arts and Crafts.
• Integrated Cuaderno de Actividades to help young learners consolidate new words.
• Great CD-ROM with full dictionary contents in handy ‘pop-up’ mode for instant help and
reference, as well as a picture dictionary and a special ‘listen & record’ function to help
practise pronunciation.

ISBN
Flexi with CD-ROM

9781408232378

Longman Diccionario Pocket Plus
Beginner to Intermediate / A1-A2 / AE BE
• 141,000 words, phrases and meanings plus 1,000 notes on key words or translation
problems make it the most comprehensive bilingual dictionary at this level.
• Full-colour bilingual dictionary written specially for Spanish speakers, giving explanations
and specific help in the student’s native language.
• Great CD-ROM with full dictionary contents in handy ‘pop-up’ mode for instant help and
reference when working on a computer.
• Integrated special 32-page Guía Plus with extra activities.

ISBN
9781408215319

Longman Diccionario Concise
Intermediate to Advanced / B1-A2 / AE BE
• 160,000 words, phrases and meanings.
• 75,000 examples show English as it is really used, with Spanish translations to help
students understand the meanings.
• Specially written language notes help students avoid the mistakes most commonly made
by Spanish learners.
• 6,000 synonyms, antonyms and thesaurus notes help students build their vocabulary.
• Great Pronunciation Coach CD-ROM with specific help in difficult areas for Spanish
speakers and special ‘record, listen and check’ feature.

ISBN
Cased with CD-ROM

9781405831505

pearsonELT.com/es
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BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES

Flexi with CD-ROM

Longman Photo Dictionary
Beginner to Intermediate / A1-A2 / BE

• 3,500 pictures grouped into topic areas such as food, houses, clothes, computers, etc.
• Listen to words on the audio CDs and build fluency through class conversations and writing
activities found on every page.
ISBN
Paper with Audio CDs

9781408261958

Also available:
Longman Young Children’s Picture Dictionary

Longman Children’s Picture Dictionary

Dictionary with Audio CD

Dictionary with Audio CD

9789620052330

Workbook 1

9789620053177

Workbook 2

9789620053184

9789620054105

Longman Picture Dictionary
Dictionary

9780175564545

Longman WordWise Dictionary
Pre-Intermediate to Intermediate / A2-B1 / AE BE

• 138,000 words, phrases and meanings, with clear explanations of words with similar or easilyconfused meanings, Perfect monolingual dictionary for ESO and EOI students in 2nd cycle.
• Includes Longman Memory Coach CD-ROM with interactive exercises, photos and memory
games.
ISBN
Paper with CD-ROM

9781405880787

Longman Essential Activator Dictionary
Intermediate to Upper-Intermediate / B1-B2 / AE BE

• Includes 42,000 words, phrases and examples and full contents of the Longman Active Study
Dictionary
• Helps intermediate students develop their vocabulary by taking them from key words and basic
ideas to a wider and more natural choice of words and expressions.
• The Longman Writing Coach CD-ROM guides students through all stages of writing an essay, with
practice and samples.
ISBN
Paper with CD-ROM

9781405815680

Longman Language Activator Dictionary
Upper-Intermediate to Advanced / B2-C2 / AE BE

• 100,000 words, phrases & meanings.
• Helps upper-intermediate and advanced students develop their vocabulary by taking them
from key words and ideas to a wider and more natural choice of words and expressions.
• Students get clear examples and explanations on differences between words with similar meanings.
ISBN
Paper

9780582419520

Longman Active Study Dictionary
Intermediate to Upper-Intermediate / B1-B2 / AE BE

• 100,000 words, phrases and meanings.
• Students will increase their vocabulary (with the integrated thesaurus and the innovative
Longman Vocabulary Trainer on the CD-ROM) and improve fluency (through knowledge of
collocations). It also includes a FREE 12 month subscription to Longman Dictionaries Online.
• Also available as app for iPhone and iPad.
ISBN
Paper with CD-ROM
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9781408232361

pearsonELT.com/dictionaries

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 6th Edition
Intermediate to Advanced / B2-C2 / AE BE

• 230,000 words, phrases and meanings explained with clear definitions written using only 2,000
common words. It includees165,000 examples based on real and natural English; and over
18,000 synonyms, antonyms and related words.
• Now includes extra help with grammar patterns and using the correct tenses.
• The DVD-ROM provides thousands of interactive exercises, including practice for FCE, CAE, CPE,
IELTS and TOEIC and over 88,000 example sentences recorded by native speakers of English.
• FREE 12 month subscription to Longman Dictionaries Online. Also available for iPad/iPhone,
Android or Blackberry.
ISBN

ISBN

Paper & Online access

9781447954200

Single user 1 year Online access

9781447954156

Cased & Online access

9781447954095

Single user 4 years Online access

9781447954163

Longman Collocations Dictionary and Thesaurus
Intermediate to Advanced / B2-C2 / AE BE

• 70,000 collocations help increase spoken and written fluency.
• Helps advanced students choose the right word and collocation every time. It also includes
Academic Collocations List with most frequent 2,500 collocations used in Academic English.
• Full contents of print dictionary also available online with additional collocations and synonyms
and interactive practice.
ISBN
Paper with online access

ISBN
9781408252260

Cased with online access

9781408252253

Longman Exams Dictionary
Intermediate to Advanced / B2-C2 / AE BE

• It provides expert guidance on vocabulary building and writing skills, plus interactive practice
for FCE, CAE, IELTS, TOEIC®, TOEFL® and general exams on the CD-ROM. Covers key academic
study areas such as computing, business, science and medicine.
ISBN
9781405851374

Longman Business English Dictionary
Intermediate to Advanced / B2-C2 / AE BE

• 100,000 words, phrases & meanings.
• The dictionary helps students understand everyday business concepts and activities in English.
The CD-ROM includes 5 hours of interactive practice for BEC and BULATS exams and a handy
pop-up dictionary mode. They learn real-world business English with 18,000 example sentences
taken from the Financial Times and the Wall Street Journal.
ISBN
Paper with CD-ROM

9781405852593

Longman Pronunciation Dictionary
Intermediate to Advanced / B2-C2 / AE BE

• Detailed guidance on over 225,000 pronunciations
• This best-seller includes the Pronunciation Coach CD-ROM, allowing students to listen to and
practice pronunciation in both British and American English, plus thousands of exercises for
improving knowledge of pronunciation and the IPA system.
ISBN
Paper with CD-ROM

9781405881180

pearsonELT.com/dictionaries
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MONOLINGUAL DICTIONARIES

Cased with CD-ROM

New Grammar Time
Make it fun time with New Grammar Time!
New Grammar Time puts the sparkle into teaching grammar through cute
cartoons and appealing characters, both in the book and in the grammarpacked CD-ROM. New Grammar Time is great in class or at home and perfect
for preparing students for the Cambridge Young Learners English Test, KET,
and PET.

ISBNs

Authors
Sandy Jervis
Maria Carling

Students’ Book 1 with Multi-ROM

9781405866972

Students’ Book 2 with Multi-ROM

9781405866989

Students’ Book 3 with Multi-ROM

9781405866996

Students’ Book 4 with Multi-ROM

9781405867009

Students’ Book 5 with Multi-ROM

9781405867016

5 levels
A1-B1
BE

New Round-Up
Grammar can be fun!
Students find grammar practice enjoyable and easy to understand with clear
grammar tables and explanations. A variety of games, written exercises and
the interactive student CD-ROM give students plenty of opportunities for
practice.

ISBNs

Authors
Virginia Evans
Jenny Dooley

Students’ Book Starter /CD-ROM Pack

9781408235034

Students’ Book 1 /CD-ROM Pack

9781408234907

Students’ Book 2 /CD-ROM Pack

9781408234921

Students’ Book 3 /CD-ROM Pack

9781408234945

Students’ Book 4 /CD-ROM Pack

9781408234976

Students’ Book 5 /CD-ROM Pack

9781408234990

Students’ Book 6 /CD-ROM Pack

9781408235010

7 levels
A1-B1
BE
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My GrammarLab
Think all grammar courses are the same?
Think again…
MyGrammarLab teaches grammar though a unique blend of book, online
resources and a mobile app – oﬀering every learner of English the opportunity
to study grammar in the way that best suits their needs.
The MyGrammarLab series takes learners from elementary to advanced
grammar, each level benchmarked against the Common European Framework,
and provides grammar practice for internationally recognised exams.
With its learning hints and tips, immediate feedback, automatic grading and
grammar tutor videos, this course is ideal for self-study, as well as being a great
grammar reference and practice companion to your English language course.
Authors
Diane Hall
Mark Foley
3 levels
A1-C1
BE

ISBNs
Grammar Book with key
and MyEnglishLab
Grammar Book without key
and MyEnglishLab
Students’ Online Access Card

Elementary

Intermediate

Advanced

9781408299135

9781408299159

9781408299111

9781408299142

9781408299166

9781408299128

9781447983286

9781447983293

9781447983279

Gramática Inglesa 9th edition
A classic for both English teachers and
students
• Clear grammatical guidance in Spanish.
• Clear and simple grammar presentations.
• More than 5,000 examples and their equivalents in Spanish.
• Further practice with the separate exercise book.

ISBNs
Book

9788498371130

Workbook

9788498371147

Author
Francisco Sánchez
Benedito

GRAMMAR

1 level
A1-B2
BE

pearsonELT.es
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The Joy of Reading
What are Pearson English Readers?
Pearson English Readers are world-renowned stories re-written
for English learners and graded to 7 diﬀerent levels of English.
With Pearson English Readers learners of any age can enjoy
reading whatever their language level is.

• Bring learning to life! When students enjoy

what they’re doing they are more motivated
to read, learn and succeed.

• Give students the opportunity to choose a

reader that is right for them! Choose from a
large selection of book and film-based titles
across 13 genres, appropriate for diﬀerent
age groups.

• Engage with young learners! Content

Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
Readers help kids discover the world
around them through topics such as art,
science and geography, presented in
English.

• Make the most of your Readers with

additional teachers’ resources including
teachers’ notes and activity worksheets
and audio CDs. With teachers’ resources
you can bring more practice into your
classroom, improving your students’
reading confidence, topic comprehension,
vocabulary or spoken and written English.

See more at: www.pearsonenglishreaders.com
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Pearson English Kids Readers

6 levels

What if young learners immersed themselves in learning English,
not because they had to, but because it was fun and interesting?
Now you can with Pearson English Kids Readers! These English
learning books help children develop their English by immersing
them in the world’s most beloved stories.
Learners discover interesting facts about the world around them
with Content Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) titles.

Pearson English Kids Readers
LEVEL

HEADWORDS

Level 1

200 headwords

Level 2

400 headwords

Level 3

600 headwords

Level 4

800 headwords

Level 5

1000 headwords

Level 6

1200 headwords

CYLET

Starters
Movers

LEVEL 1
Cinderella
Kathryn Harper

Wheels Go Round (CLIL)
Rachel Wilson

There is a dance at the big house today!
Cinderella is sad. Her sisters are at the
dance … POUF! It is the Fairy Godmother.
Does Cinderella go to the dance? Does she
see the Prince?

The town is busy today. Swish-swash!
Beep! Beep! Wooo! Wooo! Ring! Ring!
Two wheels, four wheels, six or eight? Is it
a car, a bicycle, or a bus?

9781408288191

9781408288221

Bambi
Barbara Ingham

Clothes at Work (CLIL)
Linnette Erocak

Bambi and Thumper meet a skunk. His
name is Flower. The three friends play and
learn about the forest. One day, all the
deer are in the forest. Suddenly, there is
a loud noise. BANG! Bambi runs quickly.
Where is his mother now?

Mechanics have coveralls, and chefs
can have tall hats. Some vets wear
white coats, and a dentist wears a mask.
Uniforms are clothes at work. We see them
all the time. Do you wear a uniform... at
home, at school, at play?

9781408288573

9781408288139

pearsonEnglishKidsReaders.com
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Pearson English Kids Readers

6 levels

LEVEL 3
Festival Fun (CLIL)
Barbara Ingham

Pinocchio
M Williams

A festival is a celebration, to have a party on
a special day. Visit diﬀerent festivals in the
world. Scotland, New Zealand, Africa, and
more ... Which is your favourite festival?

Pinocchio is a puppet, but he can move, he
can walk, and he can talk.
Pinocchio goes to school but Honest John
and Giddy see him. ‘We can make a lot of
money!’ they say … Can Pinocchio find his
way home?
Can he find his father? Will he ever be a
real boy?

9781408288146

9781408288610

Animal Athletes (CLIL)
Caroline Laidlaw

Chicken Little
Marie Croak

The fastest fl ying insect is a dragonfl y. A
kangaroo can jump 13.5 metres. Dolphins
are intelligent and friendly animals.
Animal Athletes of land, sea and air. There
are cool cats and other acrobats. Let’s
read about them all.

When the sky fell on Chicken Little the
people listened to him. When aliens came
the people did not listen to him. Now,
Chicken Little needs to save them from the
aliens. Will his father listen to the truth?
Can Chicken Little save the town?

9781408288382

9781408288665

Hercules
Jocelyn Potter

Island Hopping (CLIL)
Caroline Laidlaw

A long time ago on Mount Olympus,
Hercules was born to Zeus and his
wife, Hera. Zeus was the greatest of
the gods. When Hades, the god of the
dead, came up from the underworld to
meet the baby, he gave him a dangerous
toy so he could take control of the world
from Zeus. Only Hercules can stop him …

A penguin decides to look for a new home.
Somewhere quiet, with more space. Let’s
go with her on a journey to diﬀerent
islands around the world... And see what
we discover…

9781408288719

9781408288436

Atlantis: The Lost Empire
Marie Crook

Mulan
Paul Shipton

Thousands of years ago, the Empire
of Atlantis was a wonderful place with
computers and amazing buildings. One day,
a great storm came to Atlantis, the waters
rose and in just one day, the whole Empire
disappeared. Milo studied Atlantis and
taught his students everything he knew
about it. Many did not believe his stories...

Centuries ago in China, there was a young
woman called Mulan, who lived with her
parents and grandmother. Mulan loved
her family and she wanted to bring honor
to them. But at that time the only way to
do that was marrying a good husband. Join
her on her adventure as she tries to save
her family, her friends, and her country.

9781408288184

9781408288757

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6
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Pearson English Active Readers

5 levels

A variety of stories that oﬀer an intensive reading experience to support and develop learners who wish to
deeply understand the text. Additional tasks, assessment and progress tests are available in the book and on the
packaged CD. For learners aged 13 and up, graded to 5 levels.

Pearson English Readers and Pearson English Active Readers
GSE

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Level 6 3000 headwords

EASYSTARTS
Newspaper Chase
John Escott

Level 5 2300 headwords
Level 4 1700 headwords

Harry Black steals a million dollar picture and
hides it in a newspaper in his room. But Janey is
keen on recycling old papers.

Level 3 1200 headwords
Level 2 600 headwords
Level 1 300 headwords
Easystart 200 headwords
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2+

B1+

B2+

C1

C2

9781292108520

LEVEL 1
The Rainbow Serpent
James Vance Marshall

The Crown
M R James

The Rainbow Serpent wakes up in an empty
world. She doesn’t like this, so she produces rain
and trees and flowers grow. Then she makes
many animals and a man and a woman appear…

What is the crown, and why is it important for
England? In this gripping mystery, the answers
are all in Seaburgh, a small town near the sea.

9781292162577

9781292119854

Nelson Mandela
Coleen Degnan-Veness

Wonders of the World
Vicky Shipton

Nelson Mandela’s life is the story of a country boy
and his fight for the black people of South Africa.
His struggle against apartheid led to twenty-seven
years in jail. After he was freed in 1994, he went
on to become the first black president of South
Africa. The extraordinary story of a great man.
9781292110356

Around the world there are many beautiful
places. There are famous buildings, old and
new. Some are interesting; some are important.
Some are the tallest or biggest in the world.
The Great Wall, Machu Picchu, the Grand
Canyon, the Taj Mahal...
9781292110363

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button
F. Scott Fitzgerald

Sweeney Todd
Anonymous

Benjamin Button is a very strange baby. Born
with a white beard, he looks like his grandfather.
As years pass, he seems to get younger. This
brings many problems, for him and the people
around him. In these three stories by F. Scott
Fitzgerald, people are not always as they seem.
9781292121505

18th Century London, Sweeney Todd runs a
successful barber’s shop, but his neighbours
worry about his strange behaviour. Is he hiding
something? Tobias, his young employee, thinks
he is. Then other people, searching for missing
friends, become interested in his shop.
9781447967613

Oliver Twist
Charles Dickens

The Full Monty
Wendy Holden

Oliver’s mother dies when he is born and he
is brought up in a workhouse. His first years
are cold and lonely – and then he runs away
to London. But he falls into the hands of Fagin
and the terrifying Bill Sykes. They try to turn
Oliver into a criminal.
9781292098661

Gaz and Dave are redundant steelworkers in
Sheﬃeld. What can they do to turn their lives
around? When a visit by a male-strip group
draws a frenzied response from local women,
it gives them an idea! The Full Monty is a very
popular and funny British film!
9781292121529

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

pearsonEnglishActiveReaders.com
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Pearson English Readers
World-renowned stories rewritten for English learners and graded to 7 diﬀerent levels.
With Pearson English Readers, learners will be motivated to read, learn, and succeed.
Choose from a large selection of book and film-based titles across 13 diﬀerent genres, appropriate for
diﬀerent age groups.
Bring more interaction into your classroom with great teacher resources for every title.
Pearson English Readers and Pearson English Active Readers
GSE
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80

90

C1

C2

Level 6 3000 headwords
Level 5 2300 headwords
Level 4 1700 headwords
Level 3 1200 headwords
Level 2 600 headwords
Level 1 300 headwords
Easystart 200 headwords
CEFR

<A1

A1

A2+

B1+

B2+

EASYSTARTS
Maisie and the Dolphin
Stephen Rabley

Marcel and the Mona Lisa
Stephen Rabley

Maisie King lives in the Bahamas. Her
mother and father work at an Animal
Hospital. Maisie has a new friend. His
name is Ben and he’s a dolphin. Ben is
very ill. Maisie helps him. Then Maisie has
a big problem. Can Ben help her?

Marcel is a French mouse, and a detective.
One evening, at the Louvre museum, he
sees a man steal a famous painting – the
Mona Lisa. Marcel follows the thief to
Venice and risks his life to get the painting
back again.

9781405880633

9781405880640

Ali and His Camera
Raymond Pizante

The Missing Coins
John Escott

Ali wants to take photos of people and
places in Istanbul, but he has a big
problem. He hasn’t got a camera. How can
he get one?

Pete and Carla are students. One day they
look at some very old coins and stamps in
a shop. Pete wants to buy some stamps,
but they are very expensive. Later that day
some coins are missing from the shop –
and the shopkeeper wants to find Pete.

9781405878012

9781405878142

Gulliver’s Travels Book
Jonathan Swift

Pirates of the Caribbean: The
Curse of the Black Pearl
Elaine O’Reilly

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

Gulliver travels across the sea from
England and has an accident. He arrives in
a country of very, very small people. What
will they do with him? How will he talk to
them? And why are the Big-enders fighting
the Little-enders?

9781408289471

9781408278031
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Read about the adventures of Elizabeth
Swann Will Turner and Jack Sparrow characters of the blockbuster Hollywood
movie Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse
of the Black Pearl.

pearsonEnglishReaders.com

7 levels
LEVEL 3
Billy Elliot
Melvyn Burgess

Martin Luther King
Coleen Degnan-Veness

Eleven-year old Billy Elliot is diﬀerent from
other boys. He is not very clever or good
at sport. Then, one day, he discovers ballet
dancing. Finally he has found something
that he can do well. But everybody knows
that ballet is for girls, not boys! Will Billy
continue to dance?

Martin Luther King had a dream. He
wanted blacks and whites to live together
happily. But in America in the 1950s and
1960s, all men were not equal. King led
peaceful protests against the government
and won changes for the blacks of
America. But has King’s dream really come
true today?

9781447925378

9781447925651

Love Actually
Richard Curtis

Three Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

LEVEL 4

In London, Christmas is coming and the
people in this story have love on their
minds. Some have found love; some
have lost it. Some accept their loneliness;
others live in hope. Even the new British
prime minister’s thoughts are not always
on his job - because love, actually, is all
around us.

Sherlock Holmes is a great detective.
In these three stories we meet a young
woman who is terrified of a mysterious
‘speckled band’, a family who think that
fi ve orange pips are a sign of death, and a
banker who believes that his son is a thief.

9781408294376

9781408294468

Sherlock Holmes Short Stories
Arthur Conan Doyle

Taste and Other Tales
Roald Dahl

In these six stories we join the brilliant
detective, Sherlock Holmes, and his
friend Dr Watson, in a variety of exciting
adventures. These include several
suspicious deaths, the mystery of the
engineer with the missing thumb, and the
strange case of the two men who share a
very unusual name.

In this collection of Roald Dahl’s finest
stories we meet some quite ordinary
people who behave in extraordinary ways.
There is a man who is sure he can hear
plants scream and the wife who discovers
a perfect way to get rid of her husband.
And there’s a woman who finds an unusual
use for a leg of lamb …

9781408276549

9781408276648

Great Expectations
Charles Dickens

The Woman in White
Wilkie Collins

Pip is a poor orphan whose life is changed
forever by two very diﬀerent meetings
- one with an escaped convict and the
other with an eccentric old lady and the
beautiful girl who lives with her. And who
is the mysterious person who leaves him
a fortune?

Only the Woman in White knows the
truth of Laura Fairlie’s cruel husband. Can
Walter Hartwright discover the terrible
secret? From the moment Walter meets
this mysterious woman, his future and
that of Laura are linked forever.

9781408274231

9781408274408

LEVEL 5

pearsonEnglishReaders.com
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Essential Teacher Knowledge
Essential theory, practical teaching advice and classroom ideas are all presented
across two page units, in full colour. Written in accessible English, Essential
Teacher Knowledge is ideal preparation for Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT) and
other entry-level teacher qualifications or as a handbook for any EFL teacher.
Also included in the book are:
• A DVD showing key teaching techniques and teachers from around the
world sharing opinions and ideas about key issues for the global English
teaching community.
• PIN-coded access to extra online material.
ISBN
Book and DVD Pack

Author
Jeremy Harmer

9781408268049

www.pearsonELT.com/ETK

The Practice of English Language Teaching
The Practice of English Language Teaching is the essential guide for teachers
of English. It explains current pedagogy to teachers who want to access the
most relevant ELT practices and incorporate them into their lessons.
The fifth edition has been revised to reflect the latest developments in
language teaching. The material addresses new topics such as the rise of
CLIL, flipped classrooms, learner eﬃcacy as well as the development of
soft skills like critical thinking, intercultural competence, presentation skills,
digital literacies and other 21st century skills.
ISBN
Book and DVD Pack

Author
Jeremy Harmer

9781447980254

www.pearsonELT.com/PELT

TEACHER RESOURCES

How to series
This award-winning series of 10 books is designed to provide both theory
and practical ideas on the key skills related to teaching English.
Every book has task files at the back to help you make the most of the
materials you have read, listened to and watched.
ISBN

Series editor
Jeremy Harmer
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How to Teach Business English

9780582779969

How to Teach English and DVD-Pack

9781405853095

How to teach English with Technology and CD-ROM

9781405853088

How to Teach for Exams

9780582429673

How to Teach Grammar

9780582339323

How to Teach Listening and Audio CD Pack

9781405853101

How to Teach Pronunciation and Audio CD Pack

9780582429758

How to Teach Speaking

9780582853591

How to Teach Vocabulary

9780582429666

How to Teach Writing

9780582779983

Want to
contact us?
Please email us at pearsonELT@pearson.com
Phone us on 902 123 503
@PearsonELTSpain
facebook.com/PearsonELTSpainPortugal
eltlearningjourneys.com
pearsonELT.es
pearsonelt.com.pt

We'd love to hear from you!
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